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About the cover: Copまn, Honduras, is the
SOuthemmost location of the great Mayan
CenterS and the clty Where Mayan art reached its
greatest heights between 465 A.D. and 800 A.D.
Duhng his visit to the ruins, Professor Kenneth
Brecher took our cover photo of the coIossal
CarVed stone head of the Mayan god Itzamn台,
inventor of wntmg and the calendar. Brecher
believes that the calendar may have been created
in Copまn. According to Brecher, the pnncIPal
StruCtureS in the clty are Ohented to face the
SunSet On August 13, the day of the zenith transit
Of the sun and the Mayan sacred calendar date of
the creation ofthe universe in 3113 B.C. The next
Zenith transit of the sun will be 260 days lateI;
PreCi ly the length of the sacred calendar.
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Bostonia . JNsIGHT . December」980 . 3
Dear ReadeL
)rds have always been wit-
ness to knowledge告heir
COmbination informミuS
about the nature of man, the beginmng
Oflife on earth and the unfo獲ding uni-
VerSe, in addition to less metaphysical
issues. Although disciplinary approaches
are traditionally divided, great insights
about the mysteries of the world are
Often discovered between the shared
boundaries of science and the arts.
Each contribution within the pages of
this issue of Bostonia MZgaZine/INSIGHT
asks a question that, at first glance, is
answered within its own borders. Yet,
upon reflection, the answer is better
approached through a multiplicity of
methods.
ノノBeyond the Spoken Word:’our con-
VerSation with guest lecturer Professor
George Steiner, Extraordinary Fe11ow at
C ambridge Universlty mtrOduced by
Donald Came-Ross, Universlty
Professor in Greek Language and
Literature′ emPhasizes the di鯖culty
Of entenng the world ofanother
Culture and speech. Theability to
See life through, aS Steiner notes, a
totally different window as translators
and historians must do, requlreS a highly
artistic and intuitive sense ofthe world.
These same talents are central to the
WOk of Professor Kenneth BrecheL a
recognized specialist in high energy
Physics. Although he is..immersed in one
Of the most technoIogically advanced
SCiences, Professor Brecher has been
looking to ancient mythoIogy, anthro-
POIogy and archaeoIogy for answers to
COntemPOrary aStrOPhysical problems.
Astronomy notes Professor BrecheL is
the archaeoIogy ofthe universe and its
findings can be both corroborated and
Challenged by ancient celestial observa-
tions. Some of the most advanced calcu-
lations were recorded by the Mayan peo-
Ple in Central America.
7he P印oI新説, a literary anthoIogy of
the Quiche Mayan history, is yet another
COntribution. Professor of Cultural
AnthropoIogy Demis Tedlock′s unique
translation of the book, the first ofits
kind′ unlocks one ofthe most important
native texts in the New Wbrld.
Propelling one’s selfback into the past,
as any translator ofa great work must do,
is a feat that very few can attempt. For
the past 10 years, SeVeral members of the
Classics Department have placed them場
Selves intellectually and physica11y into a
IN THS ISSU田
ノノBoston Universlty lS COntinumg tO emerge aS a
maJOr reSearCh center. In less than 10 years,
grants and contracts awarded to the Universlty
have hsenfrom $14.1 m皿on in 1971 to $55.3
million in fiscal 1980・ The first Jね吻ht issue of
Bo鉦unia施砂aZine was a recIPlent Of the Council
for the Support and Advancement of Higher
Education Excellence in Publishing Award・
Future issues of Ins初ht wiⅡ continue to provide
a forum for those who are invoIved in or sup-
POrtive of University research and academic
achi evem ent:′
∠発色
President′ Boston Universlty
PrOVincial Macedonian capital that has
been dormant for the past 1400 years.
Their efrorts, guided by Classics Depart-
ment Chairm n James Wiseman, have
resulted in the excavation of25 struc-
tures,血duding a 2nd century A.D. mar-
ble theater′ SeVeral elaborate early Chris-
tian churches, tWO SynagOgueS and
hundreds ofsmaller findings that docu-
ment and date the history ofthecity of
Stobi.
A mo  contemporary history can be
found in the wok ofProfessor ofHistory
Joseph Boski . His descrlPtion ofhumor
as an indicator ofsocial change addresses
minorlty reSPOnSeS tO SOCietal criticism
through the us  ofprotest humor.
We arrive at our beginnmg pomt With
the descrlPtive artide on ′′Becommg
Parents:’a report on research at the Uni-
VerSlty’s new Male Reproductive Cente意
Here, SCience, OnCe agam, JOmS art in
COn ron ing the mysteries ofprocreation.
This issue ofBostonia was designed by
Doug as J Parker, SEA:67 with the help
OfJoe Kr dlow MFA’8O, Our neWeSt Staff
member. Joe brings an expertise in archi-
tectur  and design to our o飴ce, andI am
Sure yOu WiH be admir血g his e楢brts in
future publications. The photographs of
the bronze relief sculptures fllustrating
ノノBeyond the Spoken Word′′ were con-
tributed by School for the Visual Arts
Professor LIoyd L皿e.
Once agam, the intelligence and
Patience ofAssistant Editor Agnes Wil-
1iams′ SED′59, and thefine eye and
energy of opy Editor Bert Hirshberg
have glVe  me the con宜dence that all of
Our facts have been verified.
With this issue, We introduce Lori
Calabro as editor for our Search section.
Lori has been working for the Publica-
tions O鯖ce ince her student days and
became a fu11-time staff member after
her graduation from SPC last May
I would l ke to thank Vice President
Dan F血n whose concem that alumni
COntinue to be informed about the aca-
demic world at Boston University has
enabled me to bring you this Jn5吻ht
In壇ht was creat,ed to translate and
interpret ong mg research and academic
accomplishments in the fields of natural
SCience, SOCial science, the arts and litera-
ture. I hope you wiIl read this issue with
a sense ofinvoIvement and come away
With new perceptlOnS Offamhiar phe-
nom na, Or insight-knowledge at丘rst
Sight・　　　　　　　Sincerely,
Laura T. Freid
4 . December1980 . Bostonia . JNSIGHT
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AN INVENTORY OF CURRENT FINDINGS
// T書芸‡詰嵩
the initiation of hostinties four
Weeks ago. It is a vintage prob-
lem which has been with us in
One fom or another for a long
tim :′
The speaker was Hermann E
Eilts, University Professor of
Intemational Relations and
former United States ambassa-
dor to Egypt. Recently lecturing
OnノThe Current Cor血ict
Between Iraq and Iran;’Eilts
traced血e long history of血e
dispute in an effort to darify the
′′na]TOW focus" of the media
repO巾S ・
Eilts based his observations
On a distinguished career in the
Forelgn Service, during which
he gained expertise on Iraq and
Iran. A veteran ofmore than
30 YearS in that profession, he
Served as third secretary at the
American embassY in Tehran
(1947-48) and as Chiefof血e
Political Section at Baghdad’s
American Embassy ( 1954-56).
The next two years were spent
as Officer-in- Charge , negOtiat-
1ng the mghdad Pact and
SEATO a能Iirs.
An expert in Middle East
affairs, Eilts was graduated
from Ursinus College, the
Fletcher SdlOOI of Law and
DipIomacy and the School of
Advanced Intemational Studies
at Johns Hopkins University
The recipient of many awards,
induding the Arthur S. Flem-
mlng Award for distinguished
goverrment service, Eilts has
also served in Jidda, Aden,
London, and Thipoli. He was
United States ambassador to
Egypt fl.om 1973-1979 and has
authored two books and
numerouS artides.
Since JOlmng the fac山ty of
the University Professors FTo-
gram in SeptembeL 1979, Eilts
has proven to be a valuable
resource to the University com-
munity His 1979 1ecture series
On ’A DipIomat Views the Mid-
Iraq and Iran: An ethnわ,
鯛飯rien and feγr加肩al d碑?ute
East’’attracted large audiences
and his seminars on theノノU.S.
and the rmddle East′′ have
O鱒dred tudents unlque
insights into Middle Eastem
Cultures, CO重出icts and politics.
Eilts described血e many
Sided Iraq-Iran dispute as an
ethnic, SeCtarian and territorial
One. Until the end of Wbrld Whr
I, Iraq was part of血e Ottoman
Empire血at dates to the 13th
CenturY; Iraq’s history is inter-
WOVen W 血the Emplre and
indudes the hostilities that
existed between the Ottomans
and the Iranians over the cen-
turies. In fact, the invasion
routes between血e two emplreS
Were Often etdled血rough what
i  now Iraq. The res山t has been
a 〃history of conIlict, tenSion,
friction and suspICIOn:′
The tensions did not subside
after Iraq became an indepen-
d nt state, aIthough actual war
has been avoided until recently
Hostilities have almost broken
Out SeVeral times , but the IraqlS
have consistently retreated in
face of血e more powerful Ira-
nian m litary
T  di鱈erence today, aCCOrd-
mg to E址s, is that the IraqlS
SenSe a Vulnerability in the
uns ttled and isolated political
atmosphere of Iran.
At the base of the conflict are
ethnic and sectarian difitrences
betw en he two peoples. ’′Iran
is a dvilization that boasts of
a 2 500 year history/’noted Eilts.
ノノIranians are conscious of the
fact that they are descendants of
Indo- European peoples. They
are di鮒頃ent and they consider
mselves different from their
n ighbors.
ノ′The Arabs have traditionally
resent d the attitudes of conde-
SCenSion t t the Iranians have
shown toward their vⅥo血d:′
These attitudes are accen-
tuated by the fact that the two
COuntries represent diiferent
branches of the Islamic faith.
Iraq is  Suni state, the ortho-
dox bran h of Islam that
believes the first fou皿caliphs are
the rightful successors of
M血aInma . Suni is practiced
by most of血e 900 million Mus-
1ims.血Iran′ the state religion
is Shiism, the sect of Islam that
believes in Ali and Irrrams as
the o血y rightful successors of
Muhammad and in the conceal-
ment and messianic return of
the last recognized Imam.
Shiism is considered to be a
heretic sect by the rest ofthe
Islamic wohd.
The dlief territorial dispute
COnCenS the Shatt-alArab
WaterWay ln SOu血em Iran. The
WaterWay eXtending from the
Persian GuIf to the Tigris and
Euphrates has been a source of
COn皿ict for 150 years. Iraq has
Pnmary Jurisdiction over the
WaterWay but has been contin-
ua皿y pressured by Iran to share
it・ In 1975, bowlng tO the power
Of血e late Shah ofIぬn, Iraq
agreed to divide controI of血e
Shatt-alArab down the middle.
The new Iraqi leader, Saddam
Hussein, believes the boundary
Sho山d be retumed to Iraql con-
trol nd, aCCOrding to Eilts, any
Settlement of血e present dis-
Pute Wi11 depend on meeting
Hussein′s demand.
The threat of Iran striking out
against gov mments that sup -
POrt Iraq is very real, and at
PreSent a田山e Arab states sup-
POrt Iraq, eXCePt Syria which
Shares a common border. Eilts
noted that while the other states
ar  not prepared to go to the
length  the Iraqis have, aⅡ feel
deeply and p emancntly
aggrieved by I an. Iraq, he said,
is acting for all血e Arab states.
The spreading of the conf賞ict,
Eilts added, could have devas-
tating eifects economica11y and
POlitica皿y since the victor
Stands to gain dominant influ-
ence in the oil rich Gulfarea.
Eilts was pessimistic about a
quick end to the hostilities. He
fel  that a settlement co山d best
be achieved through the efforts
Ofa group ofpoWers that fit into
the political mold of Iran and
Iraq, their fenow Arab states, Or
POSSibly the United Nations. #
Hydro -Lab Habitat
enables reseaIChers to Hve
underwater for seven days
A慧言霊豊霊n。s
inviting. But you might change
your mind if ′′off the coast’’
meant 50 feet downina 16x 8
foot underwater habitat with
no direct su血ight.
Last SeptembeL four scien-
tists spent seven days ln Such a
faci耽y as part of the Hydro-Lab
Underwater Prqject, a long-
rang e scientific and educational
PrOgran. Their mission, SPOn-
SOred by血e National Oceanic
Atmospheric Administration,
WaS tO Study reef growth and
the moxphoIogy of the Salt
River Submarine Canyon,
1ocated about a quarter of a mile
o∬the Saint Croix coast.
The team included Duncan
FitzGerald, aSSistant profdssor
Of GeoIogy at the University;
Dennis K. Hubbard, aSSistant
PrOfessor of GeoIogy at Fair-
leigh D ickinson University and
COOrdinator of血e Hydro -Lab
Prqjects; Randy Burke, a geOIo-
gist with the Nor血Dakota
GeoIogica量Survey; and Ivan
Gill, a graduate student. On the
Surf ce, the team was supple-
mented by two surface support
divers and three supervisors.
One of血e surface support
divers, Doug Levin, is a gradu-
ate student at the University
During heir time under-
Waterメhe team members
drilled three separate cores
(holes) from two Iocations in
the Canyon. The coⅡected rock
SamPles are ourrently being
analyzed geochemically and
microscopica ly to determine
Cementation pattems , the types
Of coral d other carbonate
ma erial血at comprise the reef
rock and血e rate ofreef
growth. This information will
help assess the morphoIogical
development of the Canyon and
7擁24 /nch hatch ser賂4$脇e cntmnce fo fhe HydIO-Lab nβtOnlyfbr
SCJenti融but/br a nnmbeγ〆’c研ious l/i$itoIS. 1伯rking 4t dのth$ up fo J35
帝et,偽e scfenti融c;げmCted c#rbonate脇mples所om St・ Cro荻’s Salt River
Cdnyon fo dcfermine how Jhe mateγia広have chamedsince fhe JceAge.
the history of the reef since the
Ice Age (Pleistocene).
DriⅡing revealed that the reef
is honeycombed wi血sand and
′ノreefrubble:′ The scientists dis-
COVered pockets of sand and
larg er fragments of reef debris
at various depths, indicating
that the coral initia皿y grew
OutWard and then meshed
tog ther, 1eaving space between
eadl b ttr ss.
No shallow water coral was
discovered, eVen though dri11-
1ng reacheda depth of 13 to 15
feet. If and when such coral is
found, SCientists will be able to
identify the rate of sea level rise
aft r the Pleistocene Age.
′ノIdea11y ifwe co血d drn1 far
enough, We’d reach bedrock
Whi h wo山d help date the first
reef growthr noted FitzGerald.
′′We drilled to four meters and
Oth r missions have gone as far
a 25 f e , but o血y deep water
coral has been retrieved so far:′
四囲圏圏圏図十
ti御伽肋w九ねm鋤鋤朋8
舶t in d巌maαand櫛伽
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A typical work day consisted
Of six hours ofdrilling at the
Study sites that were 200 to 400
yards away from the habitat.
Working in teams oftwo, the
men doveto depths of 135 feet
and wore air tanks weighing 85
POunds. When the scientists′
SuPPlies ran low surface sup-
POrt divers brought down extra
air tanks to a depth of 50 feet.
Despite the fact that the water
temperature was usually above
80 degrees, the scientists wore
fuⅡ wet suits. The pressure at
that depth is so great that the
body loses heat quickly creat-
mg the illusion of extreme cold.
The Hydro-Lab is not very
SPaCious. One of only two or
three operating worldwide, it
measures 8 feet in diameter and
16 feet in length. Access is
gained through a 24 inch hatch,
and he interior consists of three
bunks, a Sink, hot plate, Shower
head, COun er, AC/DC Hghting
and a radio for surface comu-
nication. Although there were
four scientists, Only three bunks
Were needed because one per-
SOn WaS mammg the radio at
all times.
′′There were no social drugs
Or alcohol allowed;’laughed
FitzGeral . ′′So in our spare
time we entertained ourselves
With tapes of old radio shows
and some intense games of
w ist:′
Two Gab1es attadled the
Hydro-I. b to a life support
buoy on th surface. Acting as
umbiHcal cords, these cables
SuPPli d the habitat with fresh
air, Water and radio communi-
Cation. A life support boat,
floa ing nearby served as home
base for血e surface support
divers who constantly moni-
tored the air bubbles ofthe sci-
entists and shuttled fresh tanks
and fo d to them when
neCeSSary
Using the habitat provided
more ′′bottom time′′ for the sci-
entists. When surface divers
reach 50 feet, their bodies adapt
to nitrogen intake at that level to
aⅡow for lOO minutes ofoxy-
gen. At lOO feet, those divers
WOuld last only 20 minutes
before decompress賞ng. In the
habitat, the scientists
′ノsaturated′′ their blood at a 50-
foot level, Whidl became their
ノ′surface :’C onsequently they
COuld dive to deeper levels for
longer periods of time, in this
CaSe uP tO five and a halfhours.
A var e y of safety features
WaS integral to the mission. A
SyStem Of hbeled ropes formed
the borders of the study area so
the workers would not run the
risk of getting lost. The surface
SuPPOrt divers were ready to act
in any mergency. Decompres-
Sion chamb rs existed on the
habitat, the nfe support boat
and at a land faciHty The
Chanbers were necessary
because su facing from that
depth takes about 14 to 16 hours
in order o avoi  ’′getting bent;’
the te m scientists use to refer to
emb lisms hat can result from
Changlng body pressure too
qui kly
’′The most important process
in any underwater mission;’
remarked Levin,ノ′is the safety
PrOCeSS. We fall back on almost
an overki11 of safety precautions
to protect the lives ofthe
workers. Just one accident
CO山d prevent future missions,
SO these measures are extremely
i porta t:’
T Hydro-Lab prqjects
OPerate On a COntinual basis.
Both FitzGerald and Levin are
anxious to partidpate in
another mission′ POSSibly as
SOOnaS January∴ l#
After the teen-age yearS:
勅m砂わ房emdibns p7OVidとclues
めfhe料砂o砂QfJrou卿adu擢
T霊宝嵩言霊,1。gY
isノh wasteland/ノaccording to
Boston University PsychoIogy
Professor Joseph Speisman. But
it is territorY that Speisman and
Associate Professor Kathleen
White plan to cultivate血rough
a血ree year study examining
血e changes血at take place in
Parent-Child relationships as
young adults move through
their twenties and, further, how
these changes correlate with the
ability to form carmg, reCIPrOCal
relationships outside the family
Speisman said that血e Fan-
ily Relations Research Prqject,
funded by血e National Institute
Of Mental Health, Should add to
Our understa皿ding of young
adult psychoIogY, aS WeⅡ as our
knowledge of how positive
behaviors develop. ′′We are
interested in why some people
a工e more mutual in their rela-
tionships than others, and we
血ink that a good way to deter-
mine this is to Iook at relation-
Ships wi血in families:’he said.
Speisman and White are fol-
lowmg three groups of young
ad山ts, 22, 24 and 26-year-Olds,
during a three year period. Each
year, Subjects皿I out a battery of
Standard tests that measure
血eir stage of psychological
development. They also pa重tici-
Pate in two and one half houェs
Of interviews. The interviews
focus on four dimensions of
Parent-dlild interactions : Care-
taking, advice-glVlng, how dif-
ferences of opinion are reso量ved
and the qua址y of interactions,
in addition to relationships
Wi血spouses or lovers and dose
血iends.
The interviews and question-
naires are designed to reveal
how individual psychoIogical
development, Parent-Child
recIPrOCity and capacity for
mutuality i  extra-familial rela-
onships correlate with one
another. Research results
Should also indicate how these
Variables change as young
ad山ts get older and hoW ifat
all, y vary between age
groups, be ween men and
WOmen Or between married and
unmarried participants.
The study is o血y in its sec-
Ond year and complete res山ts
aren’t in yet. Speisman and
White, however; have already
f und some pattems in the sub-
group of 120 subjects (the full
SamPle is 350) whose inter-
Views and questiomaires have
been partia ly analyzed.
’′We have found血at people
who take on the conventional
burdens: mamage, Children, do
Seem tO have greater ability for
recIPrOCity than o血ers;’Speis-
man said. ’ノThere is an age fac-
tor, but it seems less important
鳳m m mage:’He added that
females contributed more to
his finding血an males, Per-
haps confimling血e conven-
ti nal wisdom that women are
more emotiona11y attuned than
men. W ile Speisma皿Cau-
tioned that血ese findings are
O血y ′ノfragmentarY/’they do rep-
rese t the themes that the Fam-
ily Relations Research Prqiect
Will pursue as it seeks a better
understa ding of young ad山t
PSyChoIogy and血e bases of ca重-
mgbehavior. *
Sma11 VI)ices
and Great Humpets
A誌1979, 220 million peo-1 ved in America. Of
that number, 24,426796 were
black江l,117000 Hispanic;
591,290 of Japanese ancestry;
43 5,062 0f Chinese ancestry;
792730 Native Americans; and
ノ′all other′′ minorities were esti-
mated at 17063,580. Additions
to the list could have been iden-
tifie  without figures: females,
the poor and血e old.
Although these groups com-
Prise 25 percent of our total
POPulation, an insignificant
amount of newsprint or televi-
Sion time is devoted to their
P士oblems. A new book edited
by Dr. Bemard Rubin, director
Of the Institute for Democratic
Communication (IDC) at the
SchooI of Public Communica-
tion, and entitled Smal′ 1匂わcs
and GIeat舟wmpets: Minorities
and fhe Medれaddresses this
fault i  the media. In a collec-
tion of lO original research
reports, the book documents
how the media often fa王l to meet
the needs of minorities in terms
Of coverage and empIoyment.
For example, Dr. Rubin’s
e say cit s 1978 statistics indi-
Cating that 75 percent of all
newspapers had no minority
empIoy es. Of the dailies that
did have minority employees,
O血y four percent were in that
category The future doesn’t
look promising ei血er because
SCholarships for potential
minority j oumalists or commu-
nication specialists have shmnk
from $225,000 in 1972 to
$11ブタ000 in 1977
Anoth r problem facing
m劉Or urban newspapers and
television station managers is
the decision whether to focus
COverage On the imer city, mOSt
POP山ated by minorities, instead
Of血e more weal血y white
Suburb s.
Otis C andler, Publisher of
the Los A移e履s Hmc§, admitted
that his pap ’s coverage is
limited because it ′ノwould not
m k  sense financia11y′’to
address血e paper to Iower
income diente賞e. He believes
th t血e minority audience
’′does not have the purchasing
POWer and is not responsive to
the kinds of advertising we
CarrY/’This attitude is not con-
fined to Los Angeles. Some ana-
1ysts feel血at because血e num-
ber of m nority owned
newspapers and television sta-
tions is minute, their communi-
ties do not receive proper press
COVerage. This is one of血e sig-
nifican  issues discussed in
Smal自胸高es and G朋t冊?petS,
the血ird book in a series by
IDC on malor topics related to
the Firs  Amendment. The first
two we  B砂B躍inc鍬and Mass
Media ( 1977) and Q!化stionim
Media留thiα ( 1978).
Published by Praeger Fub-
1ishing, the study was backed
W th a r earch grant from Shel1
0il Company It is designed for
ノノconcerned citizens from the
gener l public, media practi-
tioners and critics, COllege and
university students and public
and private sector leaders inter-
ested in public policy opportu-
nities and alternatives:′
Con ributors include Caryl
Rivers, aSSOCiate professor of
Joumalism at SPC; Joseph Bos-
kin, PrOfessor of History and
AfroAmerican Stu(虹es at the
College of Liberal Arts; and
William Alfred Henry IⅡ,
Pulitzer FTize wirmng broad-
CaSt Critic, formerly wi血書he
Boston Globe.
The IDC, founded in 1976,
seeks to address the most
essential issues facing the
mainte aLnCe Of a free press
today. It accomplishes血is
Objective through research and
COmmunity outreach programs.
Institute director, Dr. Rubin, is
also a professor of Communica-
tion at SPC. A Ph.D. recipient
from New Ybrk University he
PreViously taught at Brooklyn
Co11ege, Skidmore College and
Rut rs University and was a
Visiting professor at the Naval
W加College.綻
Lihking manJ uana
and se皿ty
A監苦嵩誤認
Strikes about lO percent of血e
POPuhtion over age 65. A pro-
gressive mental disorder that
results from organic changes in
the bra血, it causes Ioss ofmem-
Ory, judgment and moral and
aesthetic values. In advanced
StageS, it can render血e victim
helpless and traumatize the
famines invoIved.
At present there is noぐ皿e,
but suppose there were a sub-
StanCe that simlated the effects
Of senifty for short periods of
time and disappeared wi血out a
trace. Such a substance would
Probably lead to major break-
throughs in the search for a
ぐure. In the sane way that
amphetanine intoxication is
used as a pharmacoIogical
model of schizophrenia, PeOPle
●　●　●St巌i移S砺ila方tあe持おt baM碓m aal佃
ma咋7uana inio近めtわn and
砺e din初旬′ndmm跨げ
Smile d物納tね.
under the influence of this sub-
Stance WOuld make good
models in the study of
de mentia.
That pharmacological model
may be maruuana ifAdam Sul-
kowski’s theory lS COrreCt. His
recent paper pubHshed in Jkr-
SpCCtive扉n Bio佃gy 4nd Medicine
maintains that striking similar-
ities exist between acute mari-
Juana intoxication and血e
Clinical syndromes of senile
dementia. An instructor in
PSyChiatry at the University′s
Medical School, SuⅢowski
COmPared experimental psy-
ChoIogi cal, neurOPhys io量ogi cal,
neurQPathoIogical and pharma-
COIogical studies as the basis of
his thcory. He i皿ustrated that
although no dir∝t Study has
linked血e two, enOugh reHab1e
evidence exists to consider
uslng marUuana for insight into
de mentia.
S日ARCH
Studies have shovon that
maruuana does not cause loss of
att i n, PSyChomotor or
memory skiⅡs, but does alfect
memorized, taSk-related infor-
rmtion. Ca11ing this fai看ure in
infomati n ′′processing ;′ other
Studies have found the same
resuIts in the demented popula-
tion. Sulkowski has found that
PeOPl ノ′ igh’’on maruuana
tend to underrate their perform-
ance. He be凪rves that the cau-
tion and restraint exhibited in
laboratory tests extend to da叫y
activitie such as driving.
There is also speculation that
the drug a ters intemal psycho-
logical cIocks. This observation
StemS from studies where the
intoxicated person carmot sig -
nal the Hmits ofa lO-SeCOnd
time period. Identical results
have com  from tests done on
the elderly The most common
SymPtOmS Of seniHty, the sIow-
ing ofaIpha rhy血ms (brain
WaVeS) and a sIow to moderate
increase in their amplitude, are
also present during marlJuana
intoxi cation.
These are only sone of血e
Similarities according to S山-
kowski. Ifhis thcory lS aCCq)ted
in the sdentific world, it could
have several effects. In addition
to glVlng marUuana a SOCially
ac eptable use, it oo山d directly
lead to a cure for senile demen-
tia. In the realm ofpossib組ities,
S山kowski postulates that mari-
juana smoking might one day
be advocated as a deterrent to
Se血血中
’ノMar軍uana blocks certain
brain functions;′ noted Sul-
kowski.?ver time the brain
WOuld probably adapt to these
blocks and create altemative
routes for performance. Conse-
quently by sneking marlJuana
moderately there is the possi-
b址 y th t血e nset of senility
COul be combatted because the
brain wo血d recognize the
SymPtOmS and seek its altema-
tiveroutes:’蒋
The stereotypical older
WOman: an unfdir image
M悪業業苦
ex ggerated and o紐en comical.
Take f r exanple, Johnny
Car on’s Aunt Blabby Gilda
Radner’s Emily Littella or Scot
Paper Tbwel′s Aunt B山ebell.
All ofthese characters and
dozens of others serve to stereo-
type o der women as pushy
Senile or pitiful.
Do older women really war-
ra t his image? A recent study
by E izabeth Johnson, an
adjunct prof ssor and research
a sociate n the SdlOOI of Social
Work, COnducted wi血a grant
from the National Institute on
Menta  Health, SOught to study
the vaHdity ofthe elderly
StereOtyPe. By expIoring the
SOCial relations of women 65
and up, he researchers revealed
the inconsistencies between the
P止b址image and血e actual
ノ′昂r ma砂ゲ碓, thoseのple baM侶en筒
and 90 47e homped fnfo fhe
Same ∽t砂OIy ’調了’
agmg PrOCeSS aS eXPerienced by
most wom n.
ノ‘For many ofus, those people
between 65 nd 90 are lumped
into血e same CategOry, ′old; ’’
remarked Johnson. ′ノOn the
Other hand, mOSt Ofus know
PeOPle we consider txceptions′
to the stereotypes of the elder坪
Johnson, and血e graduate
socioIogy students work血g
With her, interviewed a diverse
SamPling of 39 elderly sub-
urban women representing
SeVeral ethnic and rengious
g oups・ The women were ques-
tioned about their relationships
With immediate family and
Hiends aLnd on the continurty of
血eir social development. None
Of血e women was extreme賞y
Weal血y or poor. Some had
mobility prob ems; O血ers were
Perfectly healthy Some lived in
apartments for血e elderly or
COndominiums, but most lived
in their own homes or with
their dlildren.
The study concluded that
there are thre  basic areas of life
Satisfaction : health, finances
nd family rehtionships. Over
time , rehtionships change
because of dea血, illness and
inadequate finamces ; the elder量y
are likely to be hardest hit by
these changes. But while a11血e
WOmen interviewed had sus-
tained losses in their lives, mOSt
had adjusted favorably to the
Vicissitudes of old age. Johnson
found homebound women who
Were Still active socially women
OVer 70 stin empIoyed and
Widows husband-hunting.
Most ofthe women who
Seemed to be leading unhappy
existences had false expecta-
tions ofwhat old age would be
Hke. For exanple, Mrs. Rosen,
an 84-Year-Old widoW never
expected to be setting up
housekeq)lng by herseIf after
living with her married daugh-
ter for 30 years. Mrs. Lakowitz
expected her son to play a larger
role in her life than he does and
never expected her two daugh-
ters to be divorced. These cir-
CumStanCeS have left her feeling
alone and depressed. And Miss
Pratt at 70 never expected to be
Still carmg for her 102-year-Old
moth er.
After researching血e history
Of these women, Johnson con-
uded血at血e way we nve life
in our younger years often
dictates our abi址y to adjust to
Old age. Ifwe are outgoing m
you血, mOSt likely we wi11 be
OutgOing all our lives and vice
VerSa. ′ノEven a血er 65 we are still
the same type of person;′ noted
Johnson. ′ノWe a重en′t trans-
formed into some血ing else just
because we got old:′
Currently Johnson is direct-
ing a血ree-year PrQject at the
John Snow Institute for the
Administration on Aging. Its
PurPOSe is to formulate and
implem nt a regional education
and training program for New
Englande s who work with血e
elderly ∴∴訴
A share of Fred Astaire′s
Career
He was the epitome of血eHonywood musical era,
the personification of grace,
Style and elegance. His leading
ladies血c山ded Cyd Cha重isse,
Joan Crawford and, Of course,
Ginger Rogers. His many皿ms
ranged from冊p Hat and Band
脇砂On tO冒耽e乃脇ing重油γnO,
for whidl he was nominated for
an Oscar at age 75.
He is Fred Astaire,血e leg-
endary actor and damcer who
has delighted generations of
audiences. Now Boston Univer-
Sity has received a umque share
Of his career血at has sparmed
more血an half a century The
Fred Astaire Collection, an
archive of scrapbooks, COrre-
SPOndence, Publicity materials,
Photographs, reViews, Sheet
music、and other memorabilia,
鞘e F7ed Astai7e αl-⊥ lαtわn, an anh紡げ
SC糊pめo太s,のr胸やOndmc烏
p‡lblid少mate庇れand o脇の
m鋤om掘れhas bem
めnated fo卸edal (カ〃cctわns
at M卿ar Lib糊りI.
has been donated to Special
Collections at Mugar Library
According to Dr. Howard B.
Gotlieb, director of Special Col一
lec ions,ノノThis is one of the
most import nt coⅡections. Mr.
Astaire′s materials reflect not
O ly his own extraordinarY
Career, but a maJOr Segment Of
theater and皿m historY了’
The collection contains
materials from films sudl aS
Daming La匂} Fかれg Down to Rio,
Gay D海Ide and Rt,beγta. There
are letters and telegrans from
Arthur Schwartz, James
Cagney Howard Dietz, Leland
Hayward, Sanuel GoIdwyn,
David O. Selznick and many
Others. One unlque addition
is a manuscript volu皿ne in
German and English which
WaS PreSented to ′ノFred Astaire
from his Viema pubHc’’in
Ap il 193 6 and signed by thou-
sands of Viemese fans.
In additi n to the printed
materia , Astaire has sent cos-
tumes from Finian /S Ruinbow
and Ziegfeld′s Limeho碓e Bl〃C§
and his autographed dancmg
Shoe . The Library expects
more of Astaire勺saipts , OOrre-
SPOndence and notebooks to be
amVlnginthefuture. #
Subtl  ve血al messages
reinforce sexual stereotypes
Did YOur ParentS intermptyou as a chiid? Do you
intermpt your children? If you
do,血e consequences co山d per-
maLnently inf山ence their role
development and sexual stereo-
typing, aCCOrding to Esther
Bl nk Greif; University profds-
SO  Of PsychoIogy
In her recent study entitled
′ノSex Diffdrences in Parent-
Child Conversations I′ Greif
found血at fa血ers interrupt
their dlildren more than
mothers and both parents
intempt gihs more than boys.
She suggested血at fa血ers’
intermptions are a way of con-
tro皿ing coIIVerSations and exer-
CISmg dominance.
The studY reSults indicated
that through laLnguage PattemS,
men demonstrate their sex role
to their dlildren, soCializing
them bY uSe Of subtle verbal
messages. Gihs are interrupト
able, boys are less so; and in
this way children leam their
importaLnCe and how to behave
according to sex roles・
Studying phY Situations wi血
Pre-Schoole s, Greif found血at
young children do not distin-
guish between sexes in conver-
Sation. But she suspected血at
as they get older and doser to
adolescence, dhildren begin to
differentiate between the sexes.
Boys begin intermpting more,
and assume the aggressive male
role. Girls become less assertive
and adopt the more passive
POSition.
′′Sex Di倣質enCeS in Parent-
Chil Conversations;′ currently
in press at the l伯men t S加俄es
International Qnaγteγ助is one of
a coⅢection of experiments con-
ducted by Greif and o血er Uni-
versity professors. Reccntly she
PreSented ’’Study in AcqulSl-
tion of Communicative Compe-
tence告POnSOred by the
National Science Foundation,
before the American PsychoIog -
ical Association.
In that study Greifvisited
trad tional middle-dass fami-
1ies. By taping dimer conversa-
ti ns, Greiffound fathers did
less intermpting in血e stereo-
typical female environment of
血e ki chen. During dirmer,
ParentS don’t seem to intermpt
girls more often than boys. Each
Child was treated sim皿arly and,
in most cases, fathers did not
domina e the conversation.
Greif ttributed this to the con-
troⅢng position mo血ers
ssume during meal times.
A third study conducted
jointly by Greifand Jean Berko
Gleason, also a professor of Psy-
ChoIogy researched sex sociaⅡ-
Zation of children through the
′ノpoHteness′′ routines imposed
upon them by adults. For exam-
Ple , in rompting pre-Schoolers
to sayノ′he皿oI’′′thank you’’or
ノ′bye-bye;’they questioned if a
Partic山ar parent was more
active in coaching the children
o reapond. And if so, Were girls
Or boys co ched more often?
Su岬risingly Greif and Glea-
SOn found that parents do not
di宣ferentiate between boys and
gi血s in this situation. Each
血d was consistently coached
to respond politely They did
find, howev I., that mothers
We  mOr aPt than fa血ers to
ProVide th ir own ′’瓜ank you’’
during controⅡed conversation.
This message may play a large
Part in the socialization of gi血s
and boys. Greif feels that girls
may sense their mo血ers being
more p lite and follow血at role
model. Accepting their fa血ers’
dominating role, boys may find
it easy to be socia皿y aggressive・
Girls are less encouraged to
dom mte and may find it di鯖一
C山t to assume leadership roles. #
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GALLERY
四回圃丑S tenSen
′ ’I dose ”ey eyes′ listen fo銃e wind and mol/ementS, Smell ‘hegmss; I /et fhe w研er
乃w ol/eγ nay hanぬらJf matt鈴fo m烏J履〆aysic房雄senα 4nd乃w-and it加es砂
mind・ Lo卿Z,幻7C f庇c。r胸′ t履e mndeγi7qg COnnCCtiom所脇#楊and仰0ゐand
sea dunes aγe砂b%im物. ’写mm fhe Sketchboo短笹. J Chrおtmsen.
Ronald Julius Christensen′s four acryHc paintings on lucite were presented to
Boston Universlty aS a gift of the artist in May 1980. The intensely-hued chromalyte
Paintings′ dedicated to the memory of Mary Ross Fim, beloved wife ofDaniel J
Finn′ Vice-PreSident for University Relations, are On Permanent eXhibit in the
COurtyard of the George Sherman Union・ This outdoor space extends the second
floor interior spaces of the Ballroom and Ziskind Lounge.
Bostonia . JNSIGHT . December19gO . J7
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Universfty Hospital[ medic∂i spec闘sts combine expertise
to assist coupies having trouble conceIVlng Chiidren
◆　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　◆　　◆
LJZ HORVmTT
照LMOST 15 PERCENT OF
American couples are
hypofertile告hat is, they
have difficulty conceivmg.
Until very recently, if a cou-
Ple had trouble conceivmg, lt WaS the
WOman Who went血rough the tests and
treatments. When the doctors failed to
find her infertility problem, She and her
husband often decided to adopt
Children. The idea of the man being
examined and diagnosed for possible
treatment wasn’t discussed.
′As recently as seven years ago it was
COmmOn for the woman to be the one to
ask for help, eVen if it was the man′s
PrOblem:’said Barbara Eck Memmg,
director of ResoIve, an OrgaIrization to
help infertile people through counseling
and referrals. ′′There is still a social
Stigma attached to male infertility. Peo-
Ple connect it with virility and sexual
POtenCy A manisn’t a ′real man’ifhe
Can′t father children:′
Although many people believe that
infer皿ty is a ′′woman’s problem:′ mod-
ern research doesn′t bear them out.
According to a recent study when a
COuPle has trouble concelVlng, ′ノthe gen-
eral causes invoIve a female problem in
about 35 percent ofcases′ a male prob-
lem in about 35 percent ofcases and
Subste亜ty problems with both partners
in the remainlng 30 percent:′ Different
SOurCeS Vary the percentages but all
agree that he cause of infertiHty is as
likely to li  with the man as with the
The New England Male Reproductive
Center′ a SerVice of UIriversity Hospital
in Boston′ WaS Created in response to
the growmg numbers of men who have
been able to accept the fact that infertil-
i y is a problem best soIved jointly
Found d in January of 1980 and
dire ted by Dr. Robert J. Krane, PrOfes-
S  Of UroIogy at Boston Universlty
Medical Sch ol, it isノノthe first multi_
di dplinary center in the reglOn devoted
SOlely to treatment of male infer址ty
and impotence:’Dr. Krane, a leader in
the surglCal treatment of impotence, is
the director of University Hospital′s
Neuro-urOIogy laboratory
The Center offers its clients a unlque
COmbination of faci皿es and persomel
to prov de the full range of services
relating to infer皿ty and impotence.
Although the diagnosis and treatment of
inferti虹y are oft n simple and painless
PrOCeSSeS Physically they can be an
emotional ordeal and often take about a
year. During that time, the patients are
SuPPOrted  ach step of the processes.
Their histories are well known by every-
One they deal with and aⅡ tests are
administered under one roof.
The consulting staff at the Center
includes University Hospital spedalists
CCOrding to a recent §tudy when a coupIe has trouble
COnCelV!ng/ “the generai causes involve ∂ fem∂le problem
in ∂bout 35 percent of cases′ a male probiem in about 35
PerC nt Of cases and §ubsterilfty problem§ With both partners in
the remainlng 30 percent:
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e New EngIand Maie Reproductive Center a §ervice of
niversfty Ho§Pital in Boston, WaS Created in response to
葛‾　the growing numbers of
accept the fact that infertiifty
in the fields of endocrinoIogy
gynecoIogy, neurOlogy neuro-urOlogy
PSyChiatry psychoIogy SeX education,
SeX血erapy, urOIogy and vascular
Surgery The maJOrity of these specialists
WOrk to diagnose and treat the
psychoIoglCal and organic causes of
impotence. According to Dr. Krane,
physicians have traditionally argued
that impotence is the result of psycho-
loglCal problems about 90 percent of the
time. The Center has the facilities to test
the accuracy of this figure. ’ノWith the
availability of sophisticated testing tech-
mques, We Can determine whether
impotence is organic or psychogenic.
Organic impotence′ Obviously, Will not
respond to psychotherapy or sex
th erapy/’
Male infertility rarely results from
impotence. In fact′ SeXual dysfunction′
that is, impotence or premature eJaCula-
tion, Which prevents the sperm from
being deposited in the vagma′ is a rela-
tively uncommon cause of infertility
CaSeS. Sexual dysfunction is the only
kind of inferti虹y which might be diag-
nosed ′′psychogenic’’(having psycho-
logical causes) with any certainty; and
in many instances, the cause of dysfunc-
缶on is not psychological, but organic.
書αl丁S NOT ALしPSγCHOLOGICAし辛
T′S A COMMON FALLACY THAT
couples who ′′really want children′’
are able to have them, that inferti址y is
Often caused by marital difficulties or
mental hang-uPS. According to Melvin
Taymor, prOfessor of Obstetrics
and GynecoIogy at Harvard Medical
School, ′ノ…mOre Often than not, the
state of infer舶ty and the diagnostic and
therapeutic maneuvers invoIved are
more likely to produce emotional factors
than to have pnmary emotional factors
PrOduce infertility:’
While psychoIogy plays a small role in
c4uSZ卿infer址ty the couple often needs
counsehng and ongomg SuPPOrt aS they
men who have been abie to
is a problem be§t SOlved jointly
go瓜rou h the difficult ups and downs
Of diagnosis, treatment and facing pos-
sible alternatives when treatment is
unsuccessful. Psychiatrists and psychol-
Ogists are avai able at the Center to
COunSel patients and their partners. The
Center also o∬ers referrals for private
herapists and other service organiza-
m. If  couple want to JOln a SuPPOrt
gro p of people dealing with similar
problems, they are referred to the
ResoIve organization・
AD置AGNOSl§
LARGE PERCENTAGE OF THE
men treated don’t have to go
through a ong or harrowing process of
diagnosis and treatment. On the
average, a Semen analysis and a blood
test are all that is needed.
The semen analysIS eStablishes the
Patien ’s sperm count, a CruCial figure in
terms of potential fertility There has
been a gre t de l ofinterest lately in the
fact that the average sperm count in
Amehcan men seems to be steadily
dropplng. According to an artide in
Sde ce News, September 15, 1979, the
average spem count in American men
in. 1929 was 90 million per milli批er of
Semen; While in 1974,ノ′it appeared to
have dropped to 65 million:’Scientists
are speculating whether the cause of
this dedine is, l) stress, Or 2) cigarette
SmOking; and a recent study at FIorida
State University points to chemical food
addit ves, Or POlychlorinated biphenyls
(PCB’s), aS POSSible culprits.
The Cen er’s doctors don’t put too
much emphasis on the drop in the
national sperm count average because
all the test samples were not taken in
same way In addition, although the
SPerm COunt may be lower, the figures
COnSidered minimal for ferti址y have
also dropped quite a bit. A few decades
ago,血e ′’rule of sixes’’applied: in order
to be fertile a man was supposed to need
a count of 60 million sperm per mi皿iter
Of semen, Ofwhich 60 percent had nor-
mal morphoIogy (Shape) and 60 percent
had mo皿ty or ability to move. Now the
minimal figures have moved down to 20
million per mil皿ter, 60 percent nomal
morphology and 40 percent motility
A borderline sperm count, One Which
is Iower than normal but stiⅡ within the
range of possible fertility can be particu-
larly h rrowmg for a couple, Since they
Can’tbe sure whether or not it is the
CauSe Of their hildlessness. A ’’split ejac-
ulate’’procedure sometimes soIves the
PrOblem. Th  first part of the husband’s
eJaCulate, Which contains 75 percent of
the motile spem, is placed near the
wife′s cervix, SO the sperm have an opti-
mal chance to connect with the ovum.
The second part of the eJaCulate is
Placed in the vagma.
In 50 percent of the couples who
came to the Center for treatment, both
PartnerS Were diagnosed subfertile′ Or
having difficulties conceiving children.
This is one reason why the Center
encourages both partners to have them-
selves checked out simultaneously The
C nter has facilities for diagnosing and
treat ng women as well as men for sub-
fertility problems, but the sta∬ generally
recommends women continue to see
th ir own gynecologists.
Women are checked not only for
pot ntial infertility problems, but for
antibodies as well. In rare cases, a
WOman may develop an allerglC reaCtion
to her husband’s sperm. Using a con-
dom for a p i d of time often helps.
While  gynecoIoglSt is testing a
woman for antibodies and making sure
her ovarie  are functioning normally
and her tubes are unblocked, the Center
tries to localize the possible causes of
infertility in the man. Common causes
Of infert lity mdude diseases like mumps
OrChitis that, if contracted from puberty
O Wards, Can Seriously damage the
reproductive capacity of the testides,
gono rh a and tuberculosis that can
damage he tubes which carry sperm to
the penis. Certain antimicrobial and
anticancer drug  can temporarily lower
the spem count. So can prolonged,
excessive heat from high fever, hot baths
Or tight un wear.
The three most frequent causes of
mal  infertil ty are: Varicocele, a Vari-
cose vein in the scrotum which
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Obstructs the flow of sperm to the penis;
hormone deficiency- nOt enOugh hor-
mones are being produced to stimulate
the testide to produce sperm; and a
malfunctioning testide which is incap-
able of producing sperm.
The treatment of varicocele is a simple
OPeration called a ligation, tying o∬ the
Vein. About 40 percent of patients who
are operated on father a child within the
year′ if their partner is normally fertile.
For homone-related subfertility the
Center most often administers CIomid, a
dmg which ′ノputs the testicle into珊h
gear:′ The treatment presently has a 50
PerCent SuCCeSS rate Of improving the
Patient’s sperm count and a slightly
lower rate of conceptlOn Within the year
With a nomally fertile woman.
One of the Center′s credos is that
treatment of male subfertility shouldn’t
last much more than a year. This is espe-
Cially valid when the problem is hor-
monal. Some couples have successfully
COnCeived a child through hormonal
treatments, administered to the man,
Waited a period, then used the treat-
ments agam tO COnCeive another child.
書芸器器謹呈慧詰
and one drawback. The advantage is
that diagnosis is often simple and com置
Paratively cheap: for a semen analysis,
$50 or less; for the first series oftests,
about $l10. The drawback is that many
medical insurance plans are vague
about paymg for medical expenses relat-
mg tO ferti虹y. If the patient has a hor-
mone problem, the daily adm王nistration
Of CIomid at $l per day for about a year
COStS about $300. The whole process:
tests, follow-uP Visits, treatment, medi-
Cation, etC., Can COme tO about $500.
The ligation operation for varicocele
is usually paid for by insurance, fortu-
nately. If it’s a hospital operation, the
Whole process costs approximately
$1,000.
Patients are encouraged to regard
diagnosis, treatment and outcome and
the choosmg Of an altemative to child-
lessness, if applicable, aS a PrOCeSS With
a beginmng, middle and end not lastmg
much more than a year.
Breakthroughs in research on the
MEDICIN藍
CauSeS and tr atment of male subferti-
1ity have only begun to happen in the
last few years, Which may be one reason
Why the problem, OnCe diagnosed, tends
either to have a simple solution, 1ike the
ligation of a vein or administering drugs,
Or nO SOlution at all.
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diagnosis to deciding what to do about
the results can be a painful and exhaust-
mg tlme for both partners. And ifthe
news is bad, if one or both partners are
incapable of having children, the couple
Often needs outside help dealing with
their feelings.
′′ResoIve’’can help both during the
hard time of uncertainty and the diffi÷
Cult process of commg tO termS With the
f ct of infertiHty ′′What we do here is
Crisis c unseling; but the crisis may last
for many months as the couple go
through tests, Periods of hope and
despai王’sa d Director Eck Menning.
′ノWe don’t glVe anSWerS; We help couples
leam to find heir own answers. They
leam copmg Skills, how to be assertive,
how to ask fo  what they need, both
from each other and from doctors and
hospital staff with whom they deal:’
According to Eck Mennmg, ’′Men
and women have pretty much the
Same reaCtions to finding out they’re
infertile:′
First, there is shock. ′′V¥ねdon’t con-
Sider he possibility of being infertile
until it happens to us. We’re so accus-
tomed to taking precautions so we won ’t
have babies:′
Second, re is a卿er ’’at what fate
has done to us; at having to go through
Painful and/or embarrassmg teStS:’For
the man, the tests are generally less
Pai ful but more embarrassmg than
they a e for the woman, like having to
masturbate n order to supply a semen
SamPle. ′′Men often delay’said Eck
Menmng, ′′because they are afraid of
th the avai!ab冊ty of §OPhisticated te§ting tech-
nlqueS, We Can determine whether impotence is
Organic or psychogenic. 0rganic impotence, Obv主
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the results of a semen analysis. The
woman often gets through most of her
tests, eVen Painful ones′ before the man
gets around to startlng:’
Third, there lS guilt. ’‘It must be some-
thing I did:′ The person may decide that
he or she is being punished for promis-
cuity, maStu血ation′ uSe Of drugs or
other past ′′sins;′ especially if the trouble
is due to venereal disease or other
infection.
The fourth reaction is gγi竹′’Feelings
Of grief, loss and depression are appro-
Priate:’said Eck Mennmg. ′’We encour-
age people to deal with these feelings
rather than deny, rePreSS Or defer them
by building up false hopes so that they
can accept what is happening to them
and go on to the next step′ be it artificial
insemination by a donor (AID), adop-
tion or comng to tems with a childless
mamage:’
If the griefhasn′t been dealt with′ tak-
mg the next step may be far more di鯖-
Cult than is necessary ’A man came to
us about two years ago. He’d been
diagnosed as having azoospermia (no
spem at all), and he was flooredby the
infomation. The uroIogist who gave
the diagnosis said right away, ′Here’s a
place where you can go for artificial
insemination: So this poor guy still reel-
mg from the verdict ’no sperm’went
obediently with his wife to the clinic′
and the two of them couldn’t figure out
why they were so troubled・ Fortunately
a person at the clinic realized they
needed time to assimilate the fact before
they came to any decision and referred
them here for counseling. The first thing
we did was help them go through griev-
ingわout the news. They eventually
decided they did not want artificial inse-
mination. They wanted to adopt chil-
dren from a forelgn COuntry They now
have two beautiful children from South
Amehca:’
ME DICINE
AID - ONE A晴朗INAVIVI:
圏監護圏
ARTIFICIAL IN SE NmNA-
〃Ttion by a donor isn′t the right choice
for everyone, it has become a viable
Option for many couples when the man
 diagnosed as infertile. According to
Cente  doctors, having the choice of AID
is a great eli fto a lot ofmen. Knowmg
their wives can have children if they
Want tO, alleviates their guilt feelings.
According to Eck Mchnmg, ′About half
the time the w man suggests AID as a
possibility; about half the time′ the man
does. We try to get a couple to agree on
a decision, either yes or no:’
The AID procedure is fairly slmPle.
The doctor takes the donor’s sperm,
eith r fresh or frozen, and places it near
the woman′s cervix. Then it is affixed
With a cerv ca  cap, Or She lies suplne
for 20 to 30 minutes. This procedure is
repeated twice more during her cycle,
at 48 hou  intervals.
The New England Male Reproductive
Center has procedures for AID′ aS Well
as for perfbmlng VaSOVaSOStOmy Opera-
tions that revers  the process of volun-
tary sterility, Or VaSeCtOmy
Tb date, the number ofpatients seek-
mg help at the Center has been very
encouragmg. It has only been open
Since January, 1980, yet its services are
already booked up at least six weeks in
advance. There is strong evidence that
more and more men are overcoming
their feelings about ster址ty-virility and
se king treatment. One reason for this
tre d is that cent breakthroughs in
medical research have made available
accurate dia noses and more effective
treatment of male steri虹y Another, aS
S ated by Eck Memmg′ is thatノノYbunger
men, arOund 30 and under, are mOre
able o deal with their feelings:’
The thi d reason that many men are
Seeking help for infertility problems is
ere is st「ong evidence that more and more men are over-
Oming their feelings about steriIftyviriIfty
nd seeking treatment. 0ne reason fo「
this trend is that recent breakthroughs in medical
research have made available accurate dia8nOSeS
and more effective treatment of maie
Stc輔母
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an important one. The advent of safe,
Cheap abortions and birth control has
made it possible for women to enJOy
inte course without reproducing and
because more and more unmarried
WOmen are decidi g to keep their
babies, it has become almost impossible
to adopt a Caucasian infant in America
today According to one staff member of
the Massachusetts Adoption Resource
Exchange, ′’Ifyou insist on a white,
blond-haired, b ue-eyed baby there’s no
guarantee you’11 be able to adopt one:’
About seven out of the 40-Odd adoption
agencies in Massachusetts have a three
to eight-year Waiting list for non-handi-
CaPPed, Caucasian infants. The rest have
none at all. Other states are either as
b dly off as Massachusetts or worse, SO
movmg tO Idaho won’t soIve the
PrOblem.
On the other hand, there are a num-
ber of handi apped infants, infants from
Other countries, multi-raCial children,
Children seven y ars and older and
Sibling groups, Who need to be placed
together. For parents who decide to
adopt a child from a different nationality
Or Culture, there are support groups and
counselors to discuss what it means ′ノto
SuPPOrt a Child who doesn’t look like
you:’A number of the adoptive families
are ingle parents, many Ofwhom are
male. Betty Lanmng, Chairwoman of
Open DooL a referral service for adop-
tive fanilies, knows of at least one man
Who has three a opted children and
ano血er who has four. ′’Some smgles are
more qualified than couples:’she said.
陣各賞馴関山§;
New England Male Rq?7t)ductive Centeγ〆
Unive7Tity Hopital, University Hospital,
720 Harrison Avenue, Suite 606, Boston,
Massachusetts O2118, 617-247-6632.
Resol吟PO. Box 474, Belmont, Massachusetts
O2178, 617-484-2924: SerVices indude coun-
Seling that is on a sliding scale from $30 down
to nothing; a hotline; and settmg up ofsup-
POrt grOuPS Which are usually eight singles or
four couples plus one leader meeting for two
hours weekly for about 15 weeks. Meetings
are $5 each. Referrals to private therapists are
free. ResoIve also puts out a newsletter. Direc-
tor Ba血ara Eck Mennmg recently published
a book, I所ertiliり′: A Guidefbr fhe Child短s
Cbuple, aVailable from ResoIve, $9.95 hard-
back,$4paperback. #
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圏N INTENSE BEAM OF WHITE LIGHT
shoots across the dakened classroom-
tumed-SOlar observatory. As the proJeCted
Circle oflight is brought into focus, it is clearly
an observable image of the sun. At several points where
the sun’s surface is slightly cooler than the bummg maSS
around it, dark points, Called sunspots, aPPear. Astronomy
and physics students at the College of Liberal Arts will
measure the movement of these sunspots and from their
Observations, try tO Calculate the 27 day rotation of the sun
On its axis.
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A STR ONOMY
Tbday there is much evidence that the earth′s climate is
affected by the sunspot cydes′ Which last ll years. Long-
term warmng trends′ like the one we may be currently
experiencmg′ Seem tO be related to active sunspot cycles.
Not enough modem research, however, has been done on
the exact correlation between sunspots and weather
trends′ mainly because there have only been 20 or 30 such
CyCles since血e time of the famous astronomer Galileo
Galilei′ Who first studied sunspots in detail in 1610.
In order to gather additional data for t址s correlation,
SOme aStrOnOmerS have tumed to studying ancient and
historical records of sunspots. The evidence is reflected in
many cultures. using naked-eye aStrOnOmy the Chinese
have recorded血e appearance of sunspots for 2000 years
by viewmg them through cIouds or when the sun was Iow
On the horizon. Contemporary astronomers are now usmg
these records to correlate what is known about weather
trends of the time.
At血e time of the painter Pieter Brueghel and the other
Dutch Masters′ Paintings often depicted rustic se咄ngs in
Holland where snow and ice-Skating were common.
Research has shown that a 75 year period oflow sunspot
activity now called the Maunder Minimum, aCtually
SeemS tO have caused a slight ice age at about that time
during the 16th century There is also evidence indicating
that when the VIkings mgrated to Gree血and in l100 A.D.,
the area really was green, due to a warm trend that corre-
SPOnds with a period of high sunspot activity
These are just a few examples concemng one pa血cular
Celestial event seen from the perspective of archaeoastron-
Omy a COmPelling new cross-disciplinary丘eld that relates
archaeoIogical′ anthropological and mythoIogical studies
With astronomy m a number of ways.
ARCHA脅OAS場RO鼠は珊S
O票器器器認諾叢話紫話芸
PrOfessor of Astronomy and Physics at Boston University
and co-author and co-editor of the book 4stmno型リザ脇e
Ancients, Published by the Massachusetts Institute of Ttch-
nology press in 1979.
Very recently Brecher and some of his co11eagues
Created a new Historical Astronomy Division within the
American Astronomical Society to ′′advance interest in
topics relating to the history of astronomy what has come
to be known as archaeoastronomy and the application of
historical records to modem astrophysical problems:′
The last purpose could almost have been included for
Brecher personally as he specializes in high energy astro-
Physics and finds that his ′ノhobby′′ of archaeoastronomy
fits appropriately into his quest for new information to
COrrOborate or cha11enge current findings and theories on
SuCh subjects as the evolution of stars, neutrOn StarS, black
holes and the shi批ng magnetic poles of the earth. He has
SuggeSted the name ′ノarchaeoastrophysics′′ for this inter-
disciplinary activity but adds that he won′t be surprised if it
doesn’t become a household word.
SEVOLU場蘭W OF TH宙S題ARS
TARS ARE FORMED FROM NEBULAE, HUGE
douds of dust and gas that condense through gravita-
tional attraction to such a density that nudear fusion
begins. St rs then enter what is called their ′′main
SequenCe′′ which can la t billions of years as they bum
bhlliantly blue-Wh t . The sun is near the middle of its
main sequence and has about ten billion years left un血its
hydrogen e is bumed out and the star begins to bum
heli m′ eXPanding into a huge ′′red giant:′ A few million
years later, the red giant willノexpand and shed its outer
envelope′ leavmg behind a gravitationally collapsed core of
the ongmal star. The result will be a ′′white dwarf/ Per-
haps no bigg r than the earth, but with all the mass of a
StaI; radiating white heat. Ancient astronomers may have
Seen Simil r events in the sky and recorded them. The col-
1apse of an even more massive star is ca11ed a supemova,
and the result of the expIosion can be a neutron star, an
extremely dense sphere less than 20 miles in diameter
that rotates fra tica11y and sends out regular pulses or
radio wave  which have eamed it the name ′・pulsar:′
Scientists still disagree on the existence ofblack holes,
but they are the logical mathematical extension ofwhat
happens with a neutron sta東condensed through enor-
mous collapse to zero volume′ its gravitational pull is so
StrOng that not even light escapes. Any亜ng pulled into it,
induding space nd time, CeaSeS tO eXist.
OBSERⅥNG Sひ撤NOl独E
S謹豊認諾宝器霊獣器器器
telescope′ SCientists like Brecher have gone back to
eyewit e s observations of past supemovae for
information′ SuCh as the comparisons of a supemova with
Other s ars nd obs rv tions on brightness and duration of
a supem va made by the German astronomer Johannes
Kepler, ( 157l-1630).
It is the Crab Nebula, however, that Brecher considers
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血e Rosetta Stone to modem astrophysics. The Crab Neb-
ula isぬe rennant of a supemova expIosion and is
beneved to have a rotating neutron star at its center.
Brecher noted that, ′′Most of what we know about the
astrophysical origin of cosmic rays, SynChrotron radiation
and heavy elements derives from our knowledge of the
Crab Nebula, and much of what we can deduce from
Observations of the Crab Nchula is aided by knowmg that
the supemova expIosion it created in 1054 was recorded
by Chinese astronomers and perhaps by Southwest Ameri-
Can Indians:′
By confirming the date of血e supemova explosion
through andent records and measunng血e radiation from
血e sIowly cooling neutron star at the center of血e Crab
Nebula′ the properties of the star which exploded as a
SuPemOVa Can be es缶mated.
John C. Brandt, a CO-author of Astronomy〆脇e Ancfents,
has studied血e pictographs and petroglyphs of Sou血west
American Indians and found 15 sites where a crescent
moon and, in cIose proximity a bright star are depicted.
Though findings have not been condusive, PerSuaSive evi-
dence exists to show that, in fact, American Indians were
recording the impressive supemova of 1054. Calculations
have shown that the supemova and the moon would only
have been in such cIose proximity in westem Nor血
America.
Until 1978′ however′ there were no European or Arabic
records of the supemova expIosion and scientists were
hard-PreSSed to explain why That year′ in the magazine
NdturG Brecher presented evidence that血e event was
mentioned by Ibn Butlanabu’l-Hasan Al-Mukhtar Ibn
Abddn Ibn Saddn′ a Christian physician of Baghdad who
WaS living in Constantinople and wrote a report on a great
epidemic of the plague which he believed was caused by
the ′′new star/′
Brecher feels血at new findings may s皿come to light in
Europe to he巾to創I the gap. Records have already been
found which depict a supemova in 1006 A.D. much
b血ghter than the Crab supemova which was probわly ten
times as bright as Sirius. The lOO6 A.D. supemova shone
like the quarter moon and was visible for about a mon血.
Some sdentists have suggested that Europe had a heavy
doud cover for six months during the time of the super-
nova which created血e Crab Nchula′ but cultural explana-
tions seem more plausible for the lack of European records
Of the event.
Halley′s comet is depicted on the Bayeux tapestry Which
Shows the invasion of England by the Duke of Normandy
in 1066 A.D. John C. Brandt feels that the Crab Nebula
WaSn’t recorded at血e time as a bit of astronomy because it
’′appeared at a propitious moment and could be inter-
Preted in the context of important po址ical events occur-
nng at the time:′ Perhaps血ere was no plague or other
upheaval in Europe in 1054 to draw attention to the
SuPernOVa ・
Another supemova expIosion was theorized before any
record of it had been found. CassIOPeia A is血e strongest
radio source in血e sky and a study of this seemmg rem-
nant of a supemova expIosion placed its occurrence in the
year 1657 A・D. Early this year, a neW discovery revealed
that 17th century astronomer and the first British Astron-
Omer Royal, J hn Flamsteed, had recorded the event after
an′能ing the actual year of the supemova expIosion as
1680. Brecher quickly wrote a paper on the finding by
COmbining the actual date of the event with the extrapo-
lated date to det rmin  the mass ejected from the super-
nova′ Which tumed out to be ten times greater than the
Sun.
物is detail qf the F移nch Bの侶秋めpcJtry dcpicts脇e in夙寂on qfE御飯nd
砂脇e Duke QfNbman砂in IO66A.D and indudes the appeamnce qf
Hallり膏Cbmet (i叩cente7リノCOnSideIed fo be 4n J〃 omen fbr King Ha7t)ld
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Witnessed coIor changes in the stars, but other archaeoas-
tronomical evidence seems to imply the contrary
Sirius′ th  b ightest star in the sky is actua11y a binary
Star SyStem. The bright white star that we see is Sirius A, its
COmPanion star Si血us B, a White dwarf, is so dim that it
C nnOt be seen without a telescope.
The emgm  that Brecher continues to explore concem-
mg Sihus is the one which first interested him in the field
Of archaeoastronomy A cient records from 1000 B.C.
血rough about 200 A.D. state that Sirius was a red star.
One possible expl nation is血at it was Sirius B, then a red
giant, Which the ancients observed, but血e blow-O∬ time,
during which a red giant becomes a white dwarf, is
thought to ake a milIion years or so・ If the change did
OCCur SO quickly Ⅱ theories of ste11ar evolution would
have to change.
A similar case is reported for Betelgeuse, Which appears
red to us as it did to Ptolemyin 150 A.D. Chinese docu-
ments hav been uncovered that refer to Betelgeuse as
White or yellow in al)Ou  100 B.C. The star would not have
evoIved that much in 2 50 years, but Brecher′s calculations
On a Shell of dust and gas movlng aWay from Betelgeuse,
Visible now may hold a due. The surface gas in Betel-
geuse’s photosphere may have been ejected, leaving the
hotter interior visible′ SO aS tO make it appear white to the
Chinese observers. It would have gone back to red by Pto-
1emy’s心me.
E EVOLUTION OF ORDINARY STARS PROCEEDS SO
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Ano血er ′′Sirius Enigma′′ concems the symbolism used
in various world cultures to depict the constella缶on in
Which Sirius figures. The Babylo血ans identified it as the
tip of the arrow in a constellation which they describe as a
bow and arrow The Chinese also have a bow and arrow
COnStellation′ and Sirius was a part of血e constellation at
Which it was aimng′ the image ofa dog. The V¥ねstem tra-
dition has S証us as part of the conste11ation Canis Major,
the Big Dog.
Perhaps it is just coincidence. Carl Jung血ght say that it
derives from archetypes and that man would naturally see
Certain皿ngs ln Certain pattems of stars. Perhaps, the con-
Stellations were named in the valley of the Tigris-
Euphrates 20′000 years ago and from there the names
SPread across the globe. Hertha Von Dechend and GiorglO
M露盤;鶴霧整i〃r
ho協qys 4nd鋤柳nal oめmnc跨aIe
based on the碑即ge of砺e sfars 4nd
moon and p脇ne樽.
de Santillana in their book Hamle雄Mill take this as an
indication that the astronomical myths of China and
Mesopotamia derive from a common orlgln.
The Plains Indians of America built few pemanent
StruCtureS′ but they did leave behind stone pattems which
are caⅡed by archaeoIogists ′′medicine wheels:′ At the
Center is a small ring of stone′ and spokes radiate out, Per-
haps wi血sma11er mgS tOPPmg them o鮒The best knovm
Of these is found in the Bighom Mountains of northem
Wyommg. John A. Eddy anOther of Brecher′s colleagues,
has shovm血at certain caims in血e wheel align with the
Summer SOIstice sunrise.
One of the non-SOlar caims lines up with the rising of
AIdd〕aran′ the brightest star in the constellation Taurus,
and from one of the caims used to observe this staL tWO
O血er caims line up with Rigel′血e brightest star in Orion,
and Sirius,血e brightest star in the sky
Several centuries ago′ On瓜e day of the summer soIstice,
just about an hour before dawn, Audd)aran WOuld flash at
the horizon′ lasting only for a few minutes before sunrise.
At dawn 28 days after soIstice′ Rigel would appear as Alde-
baran had done′ above a second line of caims. TWenty-
eight days lateI; Sirius would rise above the third caim
alignment. It is interesting′ tOO′ that there are 28 spokes in
the medicine wheel, but it may be just coincidental. The
lat er nsmgS m y SlmPly have marked off the time during
Which血e mounta n could be occupied・ The rising of
Sirius would indicat that the winter was comng.
If the Mo se Mountain wheel in Saskatchewan was
Simila血y aligned to these three stars′ John A・ Eddy′s calcu-
lations indicated血at it would have to be much older than
the Bighom wheel which was probably built in 1600 or
1700 A.D・ Moose Mountain wheel would have to be 2000
years old・ In the summer of 1976, When part of the central
Caim was excavated′ arChaeoIogists found a flat stone皿oor
with charcoal undemeath where the ground may have
been bumed off before construction was started. Radiocar-
bon dating reported血at the fire had bumed 2600 years
ago′ Plus or minus 250 years.
For 2000 years or more, the Plains Indians used these
Wheels in the same way each year, yet′ tOday the Plains
Indians from whom oral depositions are taken can tell us
little in terms of practical astronomy As Eddy writes,
’’Vith the comng of the white man and his horses and his
Calendar  and his ways′ a Pure and primitive natural
astronomy may have been a knowiedge no Ionger
needed :′
S脚ANα欝N軍OB撤惚けORY
O器詩誌詰嵩講義霊。 in
England shows that the astronomical sighting Hnes must
have been well established centuries before血e mega虹hs
and lintels were put in place. The monument we now
admire is Stonehenge IⅡ, built around 2100 B.C. with a
StOne mg about 30 meters in diameter and the largest
mega址h weig址ng 50 tons.
日arly astronomical observers must have been struck
with the regularity of the sun′s nsmg day after day as it
WOrked to ards its northem limit, and from血e center of
t e ring, the sun can be seen to rise about the Heel Stone
at the time of the June soIstice.
Early Stonehenge, however, induded 56 chalk-糾ed
holes. There is a lunar cyde of 56, and these could have
been invoIved with predicting eclipses′ and it may well
have been possible for the Stonehengers to have correlated
ecHpses with the celestial geometry of solar and lunar
Paths.
Owen Gingerich conduded his article by writing, ′′Tb
me,皿s seems to be a fal)ulous junp for neolithic man to
have made′ but there is no址ng to have prevented a Stone
Age Genius from finding the correlations simply with
Sticks and stones. So perhaps one ofthese days we win
have to revise our notions concermng the sophistication of
megalithic astronomy in the血ird millenium B.C:′
Some writers, SuCh as Erich Vbn D差niken, Who wrote
C%ariots研he Gods, argue for the presence of ancient
extraterrestrial visitors who helped build or taught the
ancients to bufld血ese monuments to the sky According
to BrecheL this is an insult to ancient man.
脇stration: ◎I9gO ErnstLehneγ fymbo亙DoverPγeSS.
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′′We have no reason to believe that ancient man was any
less intenigent than we;′ Brecher said∴And he certai血y
had the time to d〕SerVe the sky and make accurate calcu-
lations:′ So closely tied were the lives of ancient peoples
with the lives of the stars that it is only natural that they
should excel in these constructions and calculations.
BSRAR- GAZ宴NG THROUGH TTME
RECHER FEELS THAI‘ IN MANY WAVS ′ノTHE ART OF
seeing is dying;′ and astronomy has become an engl一
neemg field rather than an arts field′ aS he views it.
Although astronomy doesn′t delve into moral and ethical
problems′ it does try to come to grps with man’s inner-
most questions: How did life begin? Is there a plan to the
universe? How wi11 the universe unfold?
Einstein said in捌e W切Id As J See JL ′′The most beautiful
experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the funda-
mental emotion which stands at the cradle of true art and
true science. Whoever does not know it and can no longer
wonder, nO longer marvel′ is as good as dead′ and his eyes
are dirrmed:’
Much of our myth and legend′ Our SuPerStition and re虹
glOn, holidays and seasonal observances are based on the
passage of the stars and moon and planets.
One legend which may have an astrononrical ongm is
that of the fanous Iost continent of Atlantis. In ′ノThe Lan-
guage of Archaic Astronomy: A Clue to the Atlantis Myth;’
also in AstγOnOmy〆the Ancients, Harold T. Reiche suggests
that the layout of Plato′s Atlantis may have been an embel-
1ished version ofwhat in original intention was a map of
the sky Plato must have known of the gradual eastward
shift of the consteⅡations, What is called the precession of
the equmoxes over a cycle of 26′000 years・ Perhaps the
・・Pinars of Hercules′′ was not Gibraltar, but some celestial
SO dα画房訪印移移砺e li騒げancimt
pe型,穣高th砺e li騒
げ砺e stal鯵砺at i訪
Onb′ natuml fhat
幼少$ho初d e枇d in
肋跨eのnSt朋Ctわns
and calallations.
analog, and perhaps Atlantis sank below the horizon
rather than the water, nOt tO be seen again for 260 cen-
turies. Hadn′t Egyptian priests written that the flood was
occasioned by a ・′displacement of the heave血y bodies from
their course’’?
If au皿s is true, then why would Plato try to mystify us
with a legend and numerical elaboration rather than say-
ing straight out what he was doing? Reiche feels that′ ′ノThe
answer is surely that Plato was heir to血e ancient and
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widespread conviction that the sky is the place of the
(a tral) eities and at once the origin and ultimate destiny
of our souls. Astronomical knowiedge is therefore at once
sc en舶c and sacred... The inherent di綿culty of astro-
nomical observa ion, mOdeling and computation com-
bines with the behief in the moral import of this purely
′theoretic′ activity and out of this fusion comes a style of
scientific communication vergmg On the esoteric :’
As we gaze into the stars′ We are aCtually seemg nght
血at started on its JOumey tO the earth billions and b皿ons
of years ago. We are looking far into the past. ’Astronomy
is the archaeoIogy of the universe;′ said Brecher・ And like
the archaeoIogist who uses the constant movementS Of the
sun for his calculations, the astronomer uses the speed of
light as his constant. In the 1920s′ however′ Paul Dirac of
England′ One Of the founding fathers of quantum
mechanics proposed the idea that ′′The constants of nature
might not be constant:’
Through the very current technoIogy of lunar laser
rangmg-bouncmg a Iaser beam off a reflecting surface
placed on the moon b  our astronauts-We Can aCCurately
measure the distance of the moon to the earth and thereby
test Dirac′s hypothesis of the weakening gravitational field
Qf the earth and consequent increase in the earth-mOOn
separation. Already a small but measurable increase in this
separation has been inferred from the monthly cycles of
coral grow血from the Cambrian Period. It is now beheved
that lOO million years ago′ the length ofthe day wasわout
20 hours instead ofits current 24 and that the earth and
moon were doser together. This change is interpreted′
howeve嶋as ansmg from tidal dissipation in the earth-
moon system rather than from a weakening of the gravita-
tional field.
If the inferred day length is true′ then solar eclipses
observed during he past 2000 years may PrOvide another
indirect way of measu血g this slow change′ for the place
on the earth where the total eclipse occurs will change
acco rdingly
Brecher hopes that some of the records that are coming
to light in the People′s Republic of China will he巾find pat-
tems of eclipses to further test this theory He will be
joined in his research this year by a scientis誼om China′
where currently over one minion Imperial Court and
county records are being studied for astronomical
info rmatio n.
phenomena such as the aurora borealis,血e light phe-
nomenon which occurs at the magnetic polar reglOnS
because of the cosmic rays guided into the earth at those
points, Can be used to measure the westward d亜of the
earth′s own magnetic field. There is already some evidence
that the magnetic North Pole′ Currently over Hudson Bay,
was over china 1000 years ago′ Since records show血e
aurora visible from Peking in the llth century
Combining the latest technoIogy with infomation
recovered紅om the record  of our ancestors wi11 certainly
ring the field of rch eoastronomy to the fore in terms of
increasing our understanding of the universe and of our
ownhuman roots i  the heavens. #
ARCHA田OLO GY
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LORI CALABRO
圏HORrエY BEFORE THE YEAR 600 A.D., THE
City was finally abandoned・ It was a provincial
CaPital of Macedonia during the Roman Empire,
but those were better days. Most of its citizens
PrObably fled to nea轟)y mOuntains or mgrated
SOuth to Greece. In either case,血ey were never heard
from again. In the end′ the few who stayed behind were
buried with the once great city of Stobi, Thgoslavia.
No one knows what宜na11y killed the last survivors: bar-
bariaus′ the plague or drought. What is known is that after
the 6th century A.D.′ Stobi was never an organized com-
munity again.血1014 A.D.′ under Basil II, king ofthe East-
em Roman Emplre′ the city was used as a m址tary
encampment′ and speculators believe that a group of Sla-
Vic people may have settled there for a time. But for all
PraC缶cal puxposes, Stobi died within the last decades of the
6血century A.D. and faced 1400 years ofsolitude.
One might wonder why such a strategically located city
bo血militarily and commercially WOuld be abandoned
Pho妬mphs: 7he Boston Un九や扇ty Sto祝3*ca胸tion P巾ect
and remain deserted for such a long time. Situated at the
angle between the VIlrdar and Cma Rivers in southem
Yugoslavia′ SurrOunded on all sides by mountains, Stobi
Should have been protected from intruders. But, the
mounta血passageways that were ideal for trade and com-
munication were also used as routes for invaders during
War times. Unfortunately Stobi could not withstand the
nSl ught of hostile barbarians and spreading plagues in
addition to perennial earthquakes′ floods and increasmg
infertile famland resul血g from the gradual shift toward a
drier climate.
めu won’t find much of this information written in
ancient literature. In fact′ mOSt mOdem encycIopedias do
not contain the fate of Stobi within their pages′ and only
the most recent mention the city Prior to 1970′ the only
Substantial artide written in English about Stobi, WaS an
historical sketch by Emst KitzingeL a former Harvard pro-
fessorwho had never visited the site. Tbday as a result of
the Stobi PrQj t, a 10-year joint venture of the National
Museum of Thtov Veles・ Yugoslavia′ the University ofTexas
and Boston University the secrets of Stobi are rapidly
unめ1d血g.
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′ノV¥たwere a血ost totally ignorant of the city’s history
When we started excavating at Stobi:’remarked James R.
Wiseman, the pnncIPal investigator of the Stobi PrQj ect,
Chairman of the University’s Classics Department and edi-
tor-in-Chief of Thc Journal〆Ffeld AγChaeo初男ノ’We had no
idea of the chronology of Stobi, and in fact, We didn’t even
know when it was founded. We were digging at first for
basic infomation:′
The situation is quite different now Visitors can actually
Walk in the cleared streets of Stobi, See the Byzantine
Churches or the Roman theater, admire restored mosaics
and frescoes and begin to understand how life progressed
in ancient times. There is much information still uncov-
ered at Stobi, but after ll seasons of excavating, Wiseman
and company have taken to their typewriters to record
their findings. Princeton University Press has agreed to
Publish a seven volume set with an additional overview
VOlume. The publication will be written jointly by the
American and Yugoslav investigators and is scheduled to
be completed in 1983-84.
’′There’s a tendency to keep digglng and never write
down what you’ve found;’commented Wiseman. ’′Many
important finds have been lost because the archaeoIogists
never got around to publishing. That won’t happen to us.
We’re ready to put down our picks and axes and share our
T繁務繁雑g盤
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discoveries, because they’re worthless if no one knows
about th :′
’’Excavating is only the first step in the archaeolngical
PrOCeSS:’ dded AI WesoIowsky managmg editor of the
Journ l〆Fidd A7。haeol幼y and assistant American director
Of the Stobi PrQject. ’′Publishing detemines its impor-
tance. ln theory our data could be used to put the site back
the way it was in血e beginnlng:’
The ques ions that arise when discussmg Stobi are end-
less. Who lived ther ? Why did they leave? What was their
d ily routine? What language did they speak? Under what
type of govemment did they live? Without knowledge
gained from the Stobi Project, those questions might have
been orever u answered.
SⅡ)B互ANαENT αTY OF T壇留以留ON鵬山鳩
THE FIRST MENTION OF ST0BI APPEARS IN THEWriting of the Roman historian Livy (59 B.C.一17 A.D.)
Who was commissioned by Emperor Augustus to write a
history of Rome from its founding to the death of Dmsus
(9 B.C. ), the younger brother ofEmperor Tiberius.
Ac ording to I.ivy; Stobi wa  already an ′’ancient city’’of
the Pae ians, an Illyrian tribe in what later became
northem Macedonia, in the 2nd century B.C. Not many
artifacts dating to the Paeonians have been recovered in
the excavations, but there is fim evidence of a Hellenistic
An aerial photqgγ即h, taken by 4 Camem SuSpended力のm a
tethered ba妨on, Shows the a7t〆the 7heateγ in fhe /ower均t
and the玉砕C(やal Ba訪ic# dileCtb′ above it.
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Settlement about the time ofP皿p V
In 217 B・C.′ Ph址pV (237-179 B.C.),Whowas King of
Macedonia′ Waged war on the paeonians. Stobi might
have served as one ofhis m距ary bases then, but the first
COnCrete reference to a settlement there concems his vic-
tOry OVer the Paeonians in 197 B.C. It can be concluded
that stobi was origina11y a m曲ary outpost that evoIved
into a flourishing city when the Roman Emplre CaPtured
Macedonia in 168 B.C.
Under Roman rule′ Stobi was first a munlCIPlum and
later血e capital of the Macedonia Salutaris and Macedonia
Secunda provinces in the 4th century A.D. Because of its
Strategic Iocation in the ancient worldニbetween the more
Civilized area of Greece to the south and the baめarian
areas to the north-Stobi was the site of continuous cul-
tural interaction.
The clearest picture of Stobi can be drawn from the
Imperial and late Roman periods. There are awesome
ruins of a Greek styled theater, built by the Romans and
SeVeral Christian basilicas′ eXtraVagant Palaces, Syna-
gOgueS and massive city walls. Literature from that period
fllustrates the importance of Stobi. ChroIri。es of the early
ec。esiastical councils′ for instance′ refer to the Bishop of
Stobi several times′ the Emperor Theodosius was said to
have traveled there and a famous scholaL Iohn of Stobi:′
is mentioned.
Until travelers from westem Europe stumbled across the
Site in the nrid-19th century however’Stobi lay dormant. It
WaSn’t untfl the tum of the century that archaeologists
Started excavating there′ and regular digs did not begin
until 1924 when血e National Museum of Belgrade
launched a ma」Or PrQ]eCt・ Excavations were also con-
ducted after wo血d War II by the ArchaeoIogical Museum
and the conservation Institute of Macedonia. Those ear-
1ier digs′ however, COnCentrated in the central and south-
em part of the city and did not yield much ofvalue for
modem archaeoIogists because most of the records of the
early excavations were lost during the wars and other
Observations were never written down・ The remammg
records and publications were written in Seめo- Croatian
Or Macedonian′ Yugoslavian languages understood by few
V¥たstern scholars.
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1. North Basilica
2. Civil Basilica
3. Little Bath
4. Central Basilica
5. House ofPsalms
6. ViaAxia
7. Central Fountain
8・血rgeBa血
9. Via Principalis Inferior
lO. House of Peristerias
l l. Via Theodosia
12. Theodosian Pa量ace
13. House ofParthenius
14. Via Principalis Superior
15. House of the Fuller
16. Episcopal Residence
17. Semicircular
18. Via Sacra
19. Episcopal Basilica
20・ Bap章is章c重y
21. Porta Heraclea
22. Wtst Cemetery
23. Theater
24. Casino
2う. Inne重Ⅵぬ11
26. East City Wbll
and Thrkish Bridge
27. Museum
28. Cemetery Basi輪ca
29. Palikura Basilica
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During Wbrld V¥ねr I′ Geman soldiers uncovered several
ruins, and a special German commission complete with
Professional architects and archaeoIogists was formed to
inves缶gate the cultural value of Macedonia. Unfortu-
nately an the records were lost during the German retreat.
Then,血the Second Wbrld War, arChaeoIogists were actu-
ally excavat血g at Stobi when the Nazis bombed nea血y
Bitola and agam most of the records were lost in the
escape. consequently, Stobi has rema血ed relatively unex-
PIored. In the late 1960s, the Yugoslavian govemment
began solidting American funding agencies to sponsor a
Project at the site. Wiseman, at the time, WaS WOrk血g at
Co血nth in Greece when he was approached by the Smith-
sorian Institution to head the Stobi Project.
′′The American School ofAthens has been excavating at
Corinth since 1896:′ noted Wiseman. ’′It’s a large, famous
City and we were excavating m Only one small part ofit. I
wanted a site where I could examine the problems of an
ancient urban community as a whole-eXamine it over
time to consider the influences on the growth and decline
of the community, the influences on art, arChitecture and
life styles and then relate it all to the physical environ-
ment:’Stobi was idea11y suited for this purpose・
At the start of the project, Wiseman, a graduate of the
University of Missouri and the University of Chicago, WaS
a member f the faculty of the University ofTexas which
became the American liaison institution. When he came
to Boston University in 1974, he brought the project with
him. During the past decade′ hundreds of people′ rangmg
from archa oIogists and students to laborers have been
invoIved with th  Stobi Project. The co-director is Profes-
sor Blaga Aleksova of the University of Skopje who suc-
ceeded Professor Djorde Mano-Zissi of the University of
B elgrade.
Stobi was an ambitious project. Its aims were to estab-
1i血  chronological history of the city setting physical
limits to each stage of development; PrOVide insight into
the evolution of art, living conditions′ SOdal structures and
comme cial interests; traCe the architectural history and
fomat of the city; an lyze ancient technoIogy through the
study of mortars, Pigments and metals; traCe Changes in
burial customs thr ugh graveyard analyses; Study faunal
remains to deter ine local diet and climatic changes; and
estabnsh a f rm basis fo  future studies. In order to accom-
plish these goals, th  Stobi Project drew from such diverse
areas as geoIogy′ geOmOrPhoIogy radiocarbon dating′
7he bapd巌 y MS SuγIOunded by a b吻ht mosaicfわor
dq庇t加g deer nd peac ck mot碕gatheled aタのund kantha7擁
that岬ew the water函al↑研ion fn Chγistian belief
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faunal analyses′ intensive sampling procedures, Physical
anthropoIogy and paleopathoIogy The members of the
Staffwere JuSt aS diverse in backgrounds and specialties.
The Project has been weⅡ一funded. Since 1970, the
Smithsonian Institution has granted more that $400,000
as the principal sponsor. The Republic of Macedonia has
PrOvided approximately $2 50′000 in matching grants, and
the National Endowment for the Humanities has awarded
more than $200′000 in outright and matching funds.
ARC樽AEOLO G柵L丑脚
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Square meterS. More than 2 5 structures have been exca-
Vated′ many Of them partially exposed du血ng previous
digs. Some of the more impressive include the ma血le the-
ateI; the Episcopal Basilica and the Central Basilica.
Built in the early 2nd century A.D., the ma血le theater
had a seating capacity ofmore than 7600. It was modeled
after ancient Greek theaters and seems to have had several
PupOSeS: a Setting for plays′ Wild animal fights and gladia-
torial combats. But before the end ofthe 4th century it
WaS abandoned because such violent activities were
bamed in the Empire by imperial degree. The structure
SeemS tO have been used as a rubbish dump after that, and
Citizens used the ma心le seats in the construction of other
buildings.
The Episcopal Basilica′ One Of the Iargest and most elab-
Orate early Christian churches in Yugoslavia, WaS COn-
StruCted about the m ddle of the 5th century A.D. during
the early Chris ian period (4th to 6th century A.D.). Rising
from a massive artificial terrace, the two-StOried structure
WaS the dominant building in the city at that time.
Beneath he B asilica archaeo量ogists discovered an earlier
StruCture With we11-PreServed walls covered with frescoes.
It has recently been determined that this was also a basil_
ica′ making it one of the earliest 4th century christian
Churches in the Balkans.
A major discovery under Wiseman′s direction, WaS a
large baptistery on the south side of the Basilica in 197l.
Located more than four meters lower than the Basilica
floor, the baptistery w s reached by descending a stone
Staircase and asslng through several rooms. It is
d corated with wall frescoes and a bright mosaic floor
depicting waterfowl′ deer and peacock motife gathered
PROFESSOR JAMES WISEMAN foタイrs
鋤bit poi妨げintenst W脇華e
Ameγ宛rn 4mb例saゐrめ均yのめvfa
LAVRENCE EAGI.EBURGER, and hお
佃m砂. The EAGLEBURGERS t,i訪cd
the siie d“rdy脇e I9gO season.
One qfthe m匂oγ d短高gries〆the
Stobi P旬ea wa招baptiste7y
?n融御所a poolfbr佃〃
immeI扇on bqptiよma広4nd 4
bのin布γ脇e nymbohc baptism$.
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around kantharoi from which flow the water of life and
Salvation′ important elements in early Christian art.
There is also evidence of a large Jewish community at
Stobi. Parts of two successive synagogues were excavated
below the Central (Christian) Basinca which dates to the
5th century In 1975, a Plastered wall on which had been
etched three menorahs, the seven-branched candlesticks
used in Jewish religious services, WaS discovered. The wall
dates to the 4th century and belongs to the second
SynagOgue.
More than 300 graves from Hellenistic to late Roman
times have been excavated from several different areas at
the site. The cemeteries have yielded many pots, figurines
and data on the burial customs of the various cultures that
inhabited Stobi. An expert on grave analyses, W七soIowsky
noted that the cemeteries were located outside the city
Walls for sanitary purposes and because ancient societies
viewed them as separate cities of the dead.
Stobi was also a fortified city TWo sets of massive city
wa11s, an Outer and, later, an inner walL Were built to set
the boundaries of the city and ward off invaders. The
Wa11s, Which measure 10 feet in thickness and more than
15 feet in height, might also have served as levees to pro-
tect against血e devastating flooding of the Cma RiveL
Most of the flooding that destroyed the lower city occurred
during the 4th to 6th centuries, aS Shown by the pottery,
Roman coins and other artifacts in the area. Tests have
indicated that many of the structures of the lower city are
StiⅡ wen-PreSerVed but buried because of floods. Future
excavations win probably uncover these ruins.
Many lmOVative archaeoIogical techniques were
introduced at Stobi. Ponen and soil were examined for
evidence of climatic changes. Radiocarbon dating was used
to help fom a chronoIogical history One Of the first times
the method has been used on a classical site in the Medi-
terranean area. I.ime mortar was also subjected to radio-
Ca血on dating to provide precise building dates for the
StruCtureS. The same technique is now being used on other
Sites, including a medieval church in France.
One of the remarkable aspects of the Stobi Project was
the degree of meticulousness on the part of the archaeoIo-
gists. Everything was saved, down to the tinest pieces of
frescoes and mosaics that had been smashed when the
罵霧紹筆端㌶完
納ansd昭, W調bm飾t砺mm砂
fわm励e仰枕qf砺e Stobi PJ切如: fhey
W雅たnow砺at Stobi出郷a αmわrゲaれ
and c?tn移励at d函のple poke Gnck
Jbr fhe mast parf, CJ御卿訪れ初nsinc§S鍔
Sndt 。§ CJo肋妨and me励l倣sti卿
and occ〃pied 4 Plac叩fわnpo肋nce
Withho 〃te Jむman Emp碓
●
building coⅡapsed. According to Caroline Hemans, a Ph.D.
C ndidate a  I diana University who specializes in frescoes,
th process of putting he art work back together is consid-
ered to be too time consumlng and costly for many
rchaeoIogists. In fac , Hemans noted, SOme arChaeological
manua s have even advocated throwmg SuCh materials
away because of the time it takes in restoring them.
’’The technoIogy we used in researching the frescoes
WaS als di∬erent;’added Wiseman. ′′VMe studied the
application technique, nOt just the type of art. Our results
showed that all the terials used in the art and architec-
ture at Stobi were m nufactured there and not imported.
Conseque tly it can be established that Stobi was an
important cultura  center/’
S細O鯵でL重甲超STY乙E:重980
LIFE AT SroBI, AS Ar ANY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE,COnSisted f long, ha d hours ofwork and many frus-
trations sp inkled with a good deal of satisfaction. Break-
fastwas served at 5 a.m. and excavations began a halfhour
丁he mosaicjわ0γfbund below the E擁Cppal Ba訪icc p(OVed
脇at an carlier church料dt d fheγe. Known as B?ldilqg A,
the chunh daf鉢fo fhe /ate 4th c ntu7y.
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later. The work day was at least lO hours Iong. Fortunately
the Republic of Macedonia built three cottages on the site
in 1972 that provided a number of modem conveniences
and a nea血y residence for血e excavators. previously the
teams were housed in the village ofNegotino about 16
kilometers away
’’It wasn’t the easiest job in the world:′ remembered
Lucy Wiseman′ Who headed the inventory process at
Stobi. ′′But we made many抽ends and established our
OWn little community The local hotspot was a little restau-
rant just outside the site引imits, and we′d bring our Willie
Nelson and V¥kylon Jenmngs tapes there for entertain-
ment・ So it rea11y wasn′t that lonely:′
One of the best side benefits ofthe Stobi Project was the
CO-eXistence of the Yhgoslavs and Americans. Not many
SuCh joint proJeCtS are attempted because of language
PrOblems and cultural differences. But Stobi proved that
joint efforts can be successful.
′′Of course′ there were a few rough spots:′ admitted Fritz
Hemans′ a Ph.D. candidate at Boston University ′・We
leamed some se血o-Croatian before gomg tO Stobi, 0血y to
77扇n$Cr加面on, dedicati7御a femple fo Jれfhe goddes河
moiheγhood and佃ti砂wa鋤Sed as par珂a later寂i楊i7賜
物e temple has never been fbund.
discover that our co11eagues apoke the dialect of Mace-
do血a. Bu  it worked outb cause some knew a little
Enghish. V¥fe ended up speaking a hodge-POdge language,
but we got our meamngs across:′
’’It was truly monumental how the joint effi)rt WOrked
Out:’said Mrs. Wiseman. ′′There was no separation
between the Yugoslavs and Americans. We worked
together quite we11:′ She added that several mamageS
resulted from the Stobi Project. Caroline and Fritz Hemaus
met a the site in 1977 and were married the followmg
December. One of the mamage CeremOnies between an
American woma  and a Y11gOSlav was held in a traditional
Macedonian orthodox ritual amongst the ruins of the Epi-
SCOPal Basilica・ The ceremony may have been the first re虹
glOuS SerVice conducted in Stobi in approximately 1400
yearS・
As for the future of Stobi′ a requeSt has been put to the
Rapublic of Macedonia to establish a permanent museum
On the site. A small but attractive museum now exists in
One roOm Of an old railroad station. Planned and built by
the joint sta∬, it was- first opened in 1972, but thousands of
artifacts are lying ln StOrage because there is no place to
display them・ In 1976, Fritz Hemans, an arChitect, devel-
OPed plaus for a museum to be constructed from the ruins
Of one of the excavated palaces. He cautioned against
bu皿ding on an archaeoIogical site because it might destroy
Valuable information.
′The Stobi Project is a source ofpride for the Yugoslavs:′
noted Mrs. Wiseman. ′′In fact, they gave Jim a bronze
Plaque (Bronze Medal of the city from the President and
town councn of Titov Veles ), their version of the keys to
the city for his efforts at stobi. They′re dedicated to the
PrOject and I’m sure they’11 make every effort to cdntinue
it on a permanent basis:′
Feelings are mixed now that the project is entering its
final phase. Many of the archaeologists expressed the
desire to move on to something new but at the same time
they feel compelled to stay with Stobi until the end, much
like the last of the orlgmal inhabitants.
’′VMe now know quite a lot about the life and death of
皿s ancient town;′ Wiseman emphasized. ′′V¥たhave a
basic understanding ofits people and can taⅨ about gener-
atious of life in the private and public sectors. Most impor-
tantly we can put together a reasonably comprehensive
history and share the information with the rest of the
WOrld:′
There is enough information left at Stobi to ke印three
generations of scholars busy aCCOrding to Viseman.
Future excavatious , Whether conducted jointly or by the
Yugoslavs themseives′ Will bene紐immeusely from the
WOrk of the Stobi Project: they will know that Stobi was a
Center Of art and culture′ that its people spoke Greek for
血e most part′ engaged in businesses such as cloth dyeing
and metal casting and occupied a place of importance
Within the Roman Empire. With such fundamental
knowledge, future excavations will be able to組I in addi_
tional details that reconstruct life in the ancient city of
Stobiタで血goslavia. #
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屯届噂飢胤庇肌肋肌色幽ノ
JOSEPH B OSKrN
助u cam砂te〃脇e五誌h,
陶u camlt岬ys fe〃脇e D妨h
吻u can alwのs fell a Yankee;
Butyou c(ZmOt fe〃 him much・
-二A noタγmO u$
UST AS HUMOR HAS BEEN UTILIZED
as a sca心血g weapon ofinsult and
OPPreSSion by dominant groups, SO tOO
has itbeen empIoyed as a device of
mockery and masochism by minority
groups. Al血ough rarely heard血the larger
Public untn血e early 1960s and 1970s, the
laughter of the oppressed has always
resounded within their own communities. As
Richard Dorson first noted, and Donald
Simmons later corroborated, m血ority groups
Created folktales and stories of a dist血ctively
PrOteSt nature. Dorson labeled血en ′′protest
tales;’but, aS he fur血er observed, they
included as well songs and other verbal
expressions. Nor have such responses always
been merely oral. The response ofthe
OPpreSSed has also been physical. Mimicking,
JIVmg, and taunting are several ways血e Qut-
group has retaliated against血e laughing criti-
cisms directed at it. These movements have
ranged from extremely subtle to overt
actions-and too little attention has been
grven to their import and scale in the studies
Of humor responses.
Apart from humor, however, anO血er vital
reaction has been血at of vituperative outcry
In letters to the edito重訂dephone ca11s to radio
and television stations , and organiz ed efrorts,
PerSOnS have protested vehemently the deni-
grating remaks or irmuendos against minor-
ity groups. Not untypical was a studious letter
in the mid-1970s that attacked the uncon-
SCious and unnecessary ancestry nnkages that
appeared constantly血置物e Bo$tOn Globe t
reporting. ′′I have become increasingly
龍弛明明通
α州航1誰血u仇
圏圏園田
缶山川肌軌血沈細山
岩盤藍●
incensed wi血the continual e血nic com-
ments血at pervade your newspaper:’
declared血e author, Who outlined-his
丘ndings :
… I have found血e fo11owmg Selections:
Red Auerbach as ′∴. a sort ofJewish
Godfather’’; an American pilot in Cam-
bodia as a ‘′ … White-haired Irishman,
Who looks like a hundred people you
might see in any Celtic or Bruins crowd′′;
more subtly one writer mused earlier
t址s year if Phil Esposito’s errant play was
a result of ’′ … the Italian Evil Eye ∴’;
another depicted the comeback ofTbny
Conigliaro withノ′… the Life and Time of
Anthony Richard Conigliaro are back on
the screen like the Godfather, Part XII’’;
another found it newsworthy to write,
′′Someone pointed out that ItaloAmeri-
Can aCtOrS are taking over the local
StageS‥ :’主n his eulogy to Tbny
DeSpirito, it became appropria|te tO
quote W工llie Shoemaker’s reference to
him asノ′… that little dago… :’
The writer conduded that he did not find
these references either newswor血y or
informative. On the contrary ’ノThey do help
Create this p ervasive ethnicism and racism
which I find in Boston:’Directly benea血this
letter to the editor was another from瓜e pres-
ident of血e Polish American Congress, the
Eastem Massachusetts Division, Who pro-
tested血at ′′anti-Polish jokes are no joke:’The
Official excoriated血e 〃continumg slander of
Poles on TV through books, neWS media, On
Stage’’as well as stereotyped caricatures
Which, though appearing to be ′’innocuous’’
had ′’dangerous repercussions’’血’’poISOnmg
young lmmature minds/’
The response wi血in the) PolishAmerican
COmmunities to血e Polish jokes has been
Very血tense and血e ramifications quite seri-
1膳. DecembeγI980 . Bo§fonia . ANSIGHT 〃短かations: ◎」980 Eliot N均in
OuS. Such harsh humor, Surmised two sociol-
OglStS, WaS POSSibly ’ノ血e most personally
annoy血g and undoubtedly the most resented
form ofdiscrimination:′ Irwin Sanders and
Ewa Morawska observed that the low status
and unfavorable national image among
PolishAmericans has often led to the forma-
tion ofa corresponding negative self-image or
an ′′identity distance:’They cited name
Changmg among Poles as one of血e maJOr
forms of reaction against this identity dis-
tance. According to their data, Poles alter
their names more often than any o血er e血nic
group, though part of the reason may relate
to the di鯖culty of Polish pronounciations in
an Anglo nnguistic environment. This nega-
tive group conception can be traced back as
early as the 1920s when some studies mted a
Certain hum址ty of Poles toward the domi-
nant culture and society The deeply etched
SenSitivity was no doubt reinforced by the
impact and widespread usage of血e Polish
jokes in the 1960s and 1970s.
Pressure groups, letters, and political activi-
ties are extemal manifesta血ons of an anger
against stereotypes that exists deep within
racial and ethnic communities and minority
groups. In the contemporary period, anSmg
from the ashes of devastated streets in u】ban
black ghettos and the cries ofBlack Power of
the 1960s, the movement to alter stereotypes
WaS POWerful enough to eliminate the harsh-
est characteristics of血e Sambo image in
the mass media, and probably in the larger
SOCiety as we11. Furthermore it sparked血e
PuSh within o血er minohty groups to assault
血e derogatory stereotypes that have long
persisted in the electronic and print media.
Many groups have organized anti-defamation
SOCie血es to press for image changes, followmg
the example of血e B’nai B’rith. In the mid-
1960s, for instance, the Black Anti-Defama-
tion League in Los Angeles was successful in
its effbrts to block the production of a movie
VerSion of the complex and controversial
novel by William Styron, 7hc C切毎5ion持f
Nat 7uγner: Political efforts in this area have
been relatively substantial, although it is dear
that血e media still continue to portray a vari-
ety of images of a deleterious nature.
But if the struggle to alter radically what
SOme SCholars have properly termed negative
ethno centrism concentrates on external
drives, it is dear that within the community
itself, a far more intense struggle to combat
SuCh images has always existed. The derided
group has cont血ually contended with con-
flict humoL and the response to its peJOrative
e鮒ects has mirrored the extent and ways the
group has managed to cope and, mOre impor-
tantly to expand its energies despite the
OnSlaughts.
In their quest to negate and even reverse
the impact of血e images of humor, minority
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groups have developed the protest tale and
Other techniques. By empIoying various
foms of humor such as sarcasm′ Parody and
reversal, the oppressed groups have coun-
tered the influence of血ese stereotypes. Their
Pnmary Objective is to ′′preserve the ego
identity of瓜e minority group members com-
Pelled to su肺r attacks on their group lmage:′
Whi h thus aids in ′′conservmg mental health
血rough sublimating the anger, anXiety
S ock′ a d emotional disgust felt when the
group image is attacked by allowmg the indi-
Vidual to release the suppressed aggression by
pγOteSt humor ’’
離籍
甘藷r蒜霊蒜霊
belief血at personal salvation is to be found
Strictly wi血in the group and that acceptance
Of the customs of血e majority group wnl lead
to heavy persona1 1oss. The second utihizes a
favorite form of e aliation, the trickster
motif, Wherchy a m血ority member scores by
COunte ing a specific血sult delivered by a
m mber of血e maJOrity Third, a ParOdy is
devised against an alleged somatic or cultural
irmge. The fourth logica11y fo11ows the maJOr-
ity grouI咋thinking but twists the condusion
to a11ow for minority group escape. The fifth
de ides the majority group by either depre-
Ciating its high status, demonstrating the infe-
riori y of a majority group member, Or dis-
CIosing how the majority group member
actua11y feels toward the minority Six血, the
dose relatiouship between the minority
group and a prized majority personality is
emulated but mimed. Last, the en血e scene is
rever ed so that血e images appear topsy-
turvy, a d the minority group emerges
triump h ant.
These techniques are crucial if血e m血ority
group is to rm血tain high morale, a SenSe Of
digni y and a feel血g of power. Tb counter血e
thrusts of humor stereotyping, it is essential
that the d nigrated group empIoys as many
means possible in the range of humor to fend
O鮮血e worst eff cts of stereotyp血g and血en
to retaHate. The objectives are not the adapta-
t on of血e majority′s prqjudices but rather a
di任e ent perspective , Which will result in
What Robert Frost temed ’’good-na血red
triumph’’and a humor that reflects an inner
harmony and oneness. In sum, the complex-
ity of humor provides the minority group
With an intemal fulcrum that helps it main置
ta血a s nse ofhistorical space and direction.
Within the past decade and a half, begin-
ning with the emergence ofblack comedians
in the early 1960s, American culture has been
heamg the expression ofprotest humor from
many minority quarters. While some out-
groups have apparently been circumspect血
their actions, Others have not. Several exam-
Ple  of m血ority humor that have surfaced
and血at ex mplify some techniques gener-
a11y outlin d by Simmons come from Native
Amer cans and血e lderly Trickster, ParOdy
and reversal motifs are demonstratくrd in these
StOries i voIving status and place. The first
bloc c n ers on the Native Americans, Who
have been stereotyped as being untrust-
WO thy (ノ’Indian giver’’) , unPrOductive,
alcoho址, and if not primitive , Certainly
unciv址zed・ A counterimage depicts the Euro-
Pean aS being the actual envirormental
deapoiler:
αristopher Cblnmbus c?e 4Shore fn
the Nch′ 1伯rld 4nd "融たed I/p fo a
pair qfIndians §章andi移4t fhe c匂e qf
thejb朋t.
′′αmo es徹?′′ said αll(mbus in a
f汚end砂gタでeti卿.
ノ′Oh God,’’exchaimed one Qfthe
J?ねns fo fhe othαノ働e移goc§ fhe
ne幻hbo励ood. ’’
A second stor ttacks the assumption of loy-
alty, Which has been taken for granted by血e
majority In this instance,血e anecdote uti-
izes a rela ionship that has been extremely
POPular血the electronic media, the connec-
tion between that epitome ofwestem血di-
Vidualism, the Lone Ranger, and his fai血ful
Sidekick, Tbnto :
It se鋤s fhat fn one d‘th〆r 4ttempts fo
maintain Jaw 4nd oタ海r on fheg朋t
〆ains,砺e Lone Ra卿emnd IZmtO
WCre鋤ddmfy鋤rr鋤nded砂masse持f
華がodons cnelny J? ans.
ノノGood heaγenS,珊nto! ′′ sai拒he
Lone Ra卿e手当rhe移47e fwo fhousand
加dians abo据to attack and onbI彫
a移hen fos書op fhem.’’
珊nto look訪伽r to hisのmpanion
and nplied,ノノWhat do yo?e? ′we;
Keemosabe? ′′
A third rchuttal to the power ofwhites by a
min rity group member is contained in one
Of血e most caustic a tacks on the scholarly
establishment ever written. In his first work,
Cu擁γ Diedfbr Ibur Sins: An J?ian Man昨sto,
V血e Delori , Jr. , WrOte about the investiga-
tory activities of anthropoIogists on
reservations :
… Whfle their historical precedent is
uncerta血, an血ropoIogists can readily be
identifie  on he reservations. Go into
any crowd ofpeople. Pick out a tall gaunt
White man wearmg Bermuda shorts, a
Wbrld VAr II Army Air Force flying
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jacket, an Australian bush hat, temis
Shoes′ and packing a large knapsack
incorrectly strapped on his back. He wi11
have invariably a thin sexy wife wi血
Stringy hair, an IQ of 19l, and a vocal〕u-
lary m which even the prepositions have
eleven syllables.
He u叩ally has a camera, taPe reCOrder,
telescope, hoola hoop, and life jacket a11
hanging from his elongated frame. He
rardy has a pen, PenCn, Chisel, Stylus,
Stick, Pa血t brush, Or血strument to
record his observations.
This creature is an anthropologist. An
anthropoIogist comes out to Indian res-
ervations to make oBSERVAI‘IONS. Dur-
mg the winter血ese observations will
become books by which future an血ro-
POIogists will be trained, SO that they can
COme Out tO reSerVations years from now
and verify the observations they have
Studied.
After the books are written, Sum-
maries of血e books appear in the schol-
arly joumals in the gulSe Of artides.
These articles ′ノtell it like it is′′ and serve
as a catalyst to insplre O血er anthropolo-
glStS tO make the great pilgrimage next
Summer.
The summaries are then condensed
for two pu岬oses. Some condensations
are sent to govemment agencies as
reports justifying the previous summer’s.
research. Others are sent to foundations
in an e紐)rt tO fina皿Ce the next summer′s
exp edition west.
The reports are spread all around血e
govemment agencies and foundations
all winter. The only pro帆em is that no
One has time to read them. So five-thou-
Sand- dollar- a-year S eCretaries are
asslgned to decode血em. S血ce血e
SeCretaries cannot read complex
theories, they reduce the reports to the
best slogan possible and forget the
repo巾S・
The second bloc of retaliatory humor
COmeS from血e elderly Ybu wi11 reca11血e
Putdown joke of the two aged men, Which
had as its punchline one of them recalling
that he had looked at young, ′′purty′′ female
bottoms but not remembering exactly why
Several sim丑ar stories of recent orig血counter
血is somatic image of sexual impotency and
although one of the jokes is somewhat sexist,
血e o血er interestingly counters this sexism.
Thefirst was related by a man in his late six-
ties or early seventies to a group ofpeers in a
Los Angeles health club as they were about to
WOk out心血e equipment room:
An 《初htyγC#r Old mn ma研彫nfy-
yc#γ 0/d乃maJe J謝fn Jove with her
and仇証明fhdr #ir debated
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　Whdher he shondd mov扉n with he購
He dαid訪toクojbr a ph華iα夢l d鳩C寂p
and 4Sk his doctoI: His doctor nzn him
thlt)卿h 4 Series Qfe糊mination招nd
pItmO〃nCed him q諦te華Jbr 4 man Qf
his御e助/t C加面oned fhe man 4bo‡/t
mαin扉n with 4仰man qft彫nfy
’ノLook, ’’he said, ′t餅の初d be巧f私
T%ink abo研that bdbnyou makeyo〃r
d鋤おion. ′′
So fhe dde砂gentl鋤an?t 4bout
his b〃Sinc鍬s 4nd didn ′t see his doc[Or
βr seγeml wee応4nd fhen one句y met
him on fhe stIeet. ′′Well,′′ asked the
doctのノa訪叩〃幼inたcaゆ砂abo諦
7りad庇e abo研脇e possibili砂函α
bd卿Jわのl?当肋e (初hfyうrear Old man
Said, ′′協, Igal傍it a lot〆“tho卿ht
andβm砂c4 e fo 4のnd躍ion. J胸-
〃nd, ’Hdl,殖he di跨, She di儲.’′’
The second was recounted by a friend in his
early sixties after I told him血e firstjoke:
An (初hリサのr Old man haγil移an
紡iγ With研we均′-year Old woman
月na砂d訪de祝o硯l his c向htyγeaγ
Old w昨abo? ft. She /i諦ne掃mpas房-
γ(砂4nd fhm emIaimed, ′’rm g/adyo〃
told me 4bont lhe融吊れ融的be∽?e
now J haγe 10 fe/′yo〃 abont mineL J′m
Se〆m 4 yO〃卿man q旬venfy’’
′′What?′′ b飯rfed fhe husband.
′’柁s,’’のntin〃d fhe w卯o ′tIndyon
know what?別′mfy goe雷nto e匂hfy
betteγ than垂yhり′ gOe高nto初enfy ′′
:離
these examples illustrate, the response
O StereOtyPing invoIves an intuitive sen-
Sitivity to the power and nature of aggressive
humor. Two minority groups that have com-
Prehended these thrusts are Jews and blacks,
the fomer reaching their understanding as a
COnSequenCe Of their separatist place
throughout history, the latter commg to their
knowledge as a result oftwo centuries of slav-
ery and separatism thereafter. It is important
to note that from the 1920s to the present,
Our national humor has been very much
influenced by the humor of these two groups,
SO muCh so that it could be argued that Amer-
ican humor of血e twentie血century is the
humor of血e u血an′ alienated minority
groups whose experience has largely been
that of outsiders. This state of humor also says
a great deal about our at庇udes toward our
Cities as well. As Sam Bass V¥ねmer has
Observed. we all tend to think we are ′′outsid-
ers’’in some way in the cities of血e United
States.
In certain amcial ways, Jews and blacks
Share deeply the humor of血e oppressed;
much of血eir laughter emanates from a his-
tory ofintense discrimination. Simflarities in
their backgrounds and experiences have pro-
duced a complex humor that can be charac-
terized as inwardly masochistic and traglC and
extema11y aggressive and acrimonious. Until
quite recently both groups regaled them-
S lves with tales and anecdotes that reflected
Prejudices tumed inward and hostilities
directed against a virtua11y unassailable
OppreSSO東
One identical response that originated from
the trapped circumstances ofboth groups is
What Freud called ′′ga11ows humor:′ This type
Of humor essentially confronts a hopeless and
unavoidable situation and recognlZeS its inev-
itability by figuratively and Iterally depicting
OneSel  as be血g anged. The English authoL
Oscar W lde, for example, Standing hand-
Cu節ed in the pounng rain, COmmented on his
grm situation with a gallows qulP: ′′If血is is
how Her Majesty treats her pnsoners, She
does not deserve to have any,′
Gallows humor is an unmistakable index of
the morale and spirit of resistance of the
OPPr SSed, the absence of which reveals
either r slgned indiffdrence or a serious
breakdown in the wi11 to resist tyrannization.
Victor E. Frankl′ a PSyChiatrist who spent
three years at Auschwitz and other Nazi pris-
OnS during World V¥ぬr II, WrOte that an out-
Sider would be suprised to find not o血y
forms ofart in the concentration camps but
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旬en more astonished to hear thatone could Late one even魂伊碗面ro Ctzrter
圏困
却?lack mm "竹e Visi協dy 4華iIy b勅坊e7鯵?’’湘id fhe she研ノAh saw
笠霧露盤　霧第第盤
露盤;霊磐綜盈莞　gr霊器霊誓鵠宝器
White αdillac and drive to Miami ofdisguise for addressmg their adversaries.
Beach 4nd /の′ in fhe white sand. ′′　　　Each has utflized accents ofbody or voice to
He tnrned to hisj汚end and a諒ed deflect suspIClOn Of improper thought or
what wish跨he d跨i舵d most. He aCtion. In Jewish folklore it has been the
繁務驚霧a藁襲譲葉
Many talesare almostidenticalin form or mies, they should live andbe well′′; Ofthe
intent as they relate to the absurd prejudices leader’s misfortunes: ′′It couldn′t happen to a
OftheoppressoI: Two such stories deal wi血　nicer fe11ow′′ Blacks referto whites as the
law enforcement persomel・ The first is a Jew- ′ノman′′ or shake their heads as they talk about
ish joke set in Czarist Russia:　　　　　　Whites, dedaring that ′′whites sure are
A man t仰drown痢n海Dne加　fu霊us,yp。S。f,ri.ks,。rS′hum。rhave
Ri脇助融on珂he小脇C初st beenuti暁dbyminoritiesto undemine血e
霧鷲欝警護
脇en”pOn hem′砂鋤ch seditio桝s dred whites but the uproarious approval of
露盤霧盈t　欝護憲諾琵
and then sIowly said′ ′′Ugly! Ugly! Ybu are血e
The corresponding black joke is set in the pre- ugliest Negroes I have ever seen. I thought the
World V他r II Sou血:　　　　　　　Negroes in Los Angeles were ugly But you
Long Beach Negroes are even ughieI:′′ Simi-
larly Jews laugh at the oppressor′s declara-
tio皿ne chviously apphied to o血er minority
groups as wel」+Ofnotbeing able to te11 one
Jew from another. The phraseノ′fumy but you
don′t look Jewish′′ has become a punchline
Without need ofa story one example ofsuch
a joke tells of an Orthodox Jewish business-
man who was in China on Ybm Kippur and
desired to attend services. He inquired about
and leamed ofan Orthodox synagogue and
Went tO it. There, tO his amazement, WaS a
Chinese audience and a Rabbi・ Followmg the
Service′ the businessman went up to the
Rabbi and exdaimed血at it was one ofthe
finest performances he had ever seen in a
SynagOgue. The Rabbi looked at him and
asked′ ′Ah so, are yOu Jewish?′′ ′′Ofcourse
I’m Jewish:′ said the man. ′′Fumy but you
don’t look Jewish:′ countered the Rabbi.
Fina11y both groups have relied heav叫y on
retaliatory humor as a means of counterag-
gression. Unable to reply physically to dis-
Crimination′ Sub-grouPS have resorted to the
maglC and maJeSty Of language. In血is
respect, both Jews and blacks have fashioned
POWer珊′ Subtle′ intricate′ flexible′ and biting
WOrds and phrases to identify and excoriate
their enemies. Over the cen山ries′ the oppres-
SOr has been carefully analyzed by these
two most distinct minority groups in their
need to emerge from血e denigration wi血
S elf- eSteem.
Within these comparative dimensions
Of humor, howeveI; the two groups have
responded di鮒erently to the continuous stress
Situatio s they have confronted. The unlque
qualities of Jewish humor hav  been its self_
Criticism′ reliance on rationality and realism,
and its cautious yet positive assessment of血e
next moment. ’快wish humor is more than a
COmedy ofa綿rmation:′ assessed Sharon
Weinstein∴′It is more accurately a comedy of
COnt血uity Tb be Jewish is to remember what
Jews ha博been as well as what they are:′ As
V¥ねinstein observed of the significant aspect of
religious celebrations, a key word is Iemembe7:
Thus′ ′Jewish humoL their sense of血umph
even, emergeS from a fluid connection with
the r history and with the pr vai血g opti-
mism血at this too, nO matter h(;w horrible,
Shall pass′ and血at Jews as a people will
endure :′
A pIIC)found consequence of the皿uid con-
nection to history has been the development
Of a complex sense ofhumor wi血in which
there exists different operating modes.
Lawrence Mintz properly attempted to define
the parameters of Jewish humor by observmg
a con血uum that moves′ ′′appropriately′′ he
WrOte ironically from right to left, and begins
With humor about Jews by nonJews and
PrOCeeds through self- deprecating humoI;
′′realistic′′ or self-analytic hum I; and aggres-
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Sive and retaHatory hu血or. The categories are
not mutually exclusive′ but the variety and
COmPlexity, he noted, demand a recog血tion
that Jewish humor camot be described or
explained with ease.
An understanding ofJewish humor in the
United States begins wi血a telescopIC View
into past geographical and historical circum-
StanCeS. It is a history of sheer existence, a
humor of endurance. And, Jewish endur-
ance, it has been noted by many scholars, has
as one ofits roots the humor of self-ridicule.
Freud was the first to recognlZe Self-defense
as血-grOuP maintenance :
A particularly favorable occasion for ten-
dentious jokes is presented when the
intended rebelIious criticism is directed
against the subject himselL oL tO Put it
more cautiously against someone in
Whom the subject has a share-a COllec-
tive person,血at is (血e subject′s own
nation, for instance). The occurrence of
Self-Criticism as a deteminate may
expla血how it is that a number of血e
most aptjokes …have grown up on the
SOil of Jewish popular ife. They are
StOries created by Jews against Jewish
Charact eristic s.
This theme, the circuitousness of Jewish
humor, the ability to fend off the attacker′s
arguments by redirecting the insult inwardly
has received considerable attention because
Ofits delightful economy Even a joke aimed
at someone else might well be thmst at the
Jews themselves. ’’The pnght that is ridiculed
is often that of the narrator, With whom the
audience can so easily identify itselP’
Such humor has a mas∝histic component
and uses features of the stereotype as the
basic material for joking. Against the image of
the Jew as a grasping bus血essman is this
StOry Ofa merchant who, On his deathbed in
the room behihd the store he owned for
many years, Wi血eyes dosed, acked for his
魚m皿y:
ノ′Samh, Iny W狙4reyO〃 here? ny
beゐide? ′′
′ノIあ, Sam, I’m here体u鋤al. ′′
ノ′JItry oJdc§t SOn, Beタかvmin, aタでyO〃
here? ′′
′ノ踏, Dad, I’m standi御重yht here. ′′
’ノ華y da均hfer, Rachel, are yOn
pr跨mt? ’’
ノノ勅励cr, rm at砺e head d’納e bed. ′′
ノAnd ,nyy制御跨t SOn′ Dav訪, 4reyO〃
here a広0?′′
′′協, Dad, I’m l匂ht bc§ideyow. ′′
’’物en, ’’said fhe merchant, ′げal′ qf
yo?re hen, Whot mindi卿fhe
$tO移? ’’
A similar story parody血g the Shylock image
COntraStS Other religious groups:
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A I}ic§t, Rabbi 4nd Ministerのnve7鯵e.
物e Minおte所タ的med h短ompanions
that he had hit on碑OOd we中o make
COnVerts; fhat ycsterd砂he had?
華mous分所跨f?t Si移er $i卿′′Rock
qfAgc§’’and obf?ned IO,000 con-
Verめ. On meetil砂のa‡n fn one weck,
t  Pric§t硯d fhm he had a佃mo郷
の納0枕s卿er $卿ノ伽e Marfa′′ and
Obt ined J5,000 conγeris. At?till
later meeti卿,脇  Rabbi h的med
them h  had?Ymous Jds短i卿er
S卿ノ′GoldMine fn fhe S匂′. ’’′′How
many conve触did yOn make? ’’asked
脇e Minおfer. ′ノNbne, ’’rqタlied fhe
Rabbi,ノノb研50,000 Je鵬joined the
aiが)m. ’’
¶監護盤
丁慧
inte11ectual tradition of Jewish culture
看　added anotherdimension to its humor, a
quality Irving Kristol labeled ′′rchellious
rationaHsm:′ A sanent example reflecting this
tradition is the aftermath to the question,
’’Why does  J w answer a question with a
question?’’The answer is, ’’Why not?’’Kristol
chserved that ′Jewish humor dances along a
knife- edge that s parates religious fai血from
Sheer ni ilism. I  ′knows′ that the material
WOrld is the only true reality, but it also finds
that this world makes no sense in its own
terms and is impossible to live in:′
The Jewish approach has been extraordi-
narily cerebral, Creating a distance between
the reality and血e person′ therchy enabling
th  person to confirm a mental lo地心ess while
at t e same time keepmg a Cautious skepti-
Cism. ′′How are things?’’is a folk expression of
long stan ing. ′′How should things be?′′ is the
Wary rePly
Similar to all other minorities but central to
Jewish humor because of the longevity of dis-
Crimination′ the overcommg of adversity has
been partially accomplished by protesting
COSmic relationships. Simmons noted that
One Pr9teSt teChnique is to draw a cIose con-
nection to symbolic majority religious figures.
Several stories portray the troubling yet inevi-
table situation in which Christianity camot
be ignored but certainly can be piqued・ The
first deals with the Jews and Catholics:
An old Jdsh man w? 4dmitted fo 4
αthoiic hoやi幼l乃r an qpe朋tion. A
n〃n 4Sked him what rdatiγe WOnld be
rc§pOnSiblejbr his biJ信rne Old Jew
rqJlied, ’′Å少onb′ livi卿relatiγe is my
譲f J: bnt She camot be reSpOnS枕,leの
Sheお? O/d maid, a COnVert fo
Cわ砺olicおm 4nd 4 nnn. ′′ ]吻e?n
immediate恒aid ′ノI’ll haγe y鋤know
We 4re?t Old maids」We are marタイed
to Je§棚C沼er私’’Wherenpon fhe J切り
exdaimed, ′ノOh, in fhat c。Se, Send fhe
bill to lny brO砺er-in訪w! ′′
A second relates the conversation between an
anguished man and the local rabbi, Who is
SuPPOSed to be the wise idol and source of
Strength. On the surface level′ the story
exam血es the problem ofbeing Jewish in a
Christian world・ A cIoser look, however,
reveals a subtle twist so that the joke is tumed
inward and becomes an example ofmaso-
Chistic ordering :
ノ′Rabbi, ’’cried fhe /ittle Jet母′t江errf-
ble fhi卿has happened. My son Mnts
to mar7y 4 Gentilegirl. ’’
′ノめur son! ’’rcplied fhe Rabbi.
‘ノLook 4t me 4nd InySOn. HereJ4m,
砺e le?er qf砺e comm?iり′. Eve7yOne
looks l/p fo me 4招n e糊mple, and
looks fo lny佃mi勅and?y SOn Want$
to mar7y 4 Gentilegirl 4nd w?t掴O be
bap転調. ’’
4βem §il nce,砺e /ittle Jew said,
ノノEve7yOne COm跨to yOu With fheir
probl鋤s, b研What do yO?o when
yo〃 haγe鋤dt a ferrible probl鋤? H)
Whom doyoタt加m?’’
′ノWhatαZn Jdo?J加rn fo God. ′′
′And? What did God fell yo?’’
ノ′Gods扇d fo me,ノH)〃rSOn!. ‥
Look 4t mine!′′
Yet it should not be assumed that this
humor lS Prmarily one of deprecation for,
like many other oppressed groups, Jewish
Pride has led to the mask and to mockery.
Almost all dow graded groups have resorted
to putting down ir adversaries, tO trickster
tactics, by utilizing vir血a11y the identical ster-
eotype empIoyed against them. As in the
humor of oppression, a Prlmary mSult by the
maJOrity group has been its insistence on
minority dumbness. Although Jews, because
Oftheir acc nt on intellectual attainment,
have been spar d this one aspersion, neVer-
theless, aS a humiliated group they have con-
Stantly haIPed about the intellectual infdrior-
ity, f not s upidity, Of their oppressors. In
COntraSt tO the title, the man, COined byAfro-
Americans, Jews have empIoyed the term
thq′ Or the much harsher卵u Thus, the
majority is regarded as unworthy b ecause
ノノthey’’are sIovenly ’’they’’eat pok, ′′they’’
dr血k, they possess goyishe-meanmg
dumb-minds. Consider the tale ofthe Jew
who converted :
A Jdsh man decided fo conγert fo
Chrおtrdnity “nd cntered a prqg脇m qf
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tminil妙he was baptjzed fnto fhe
Chnnh.
On fhe morni′均hliowi卿r #譲rym-
bolic act, hfj w昨hund him plnyi卿
in fhe脇ditional mamer, With 4諒初l
Cap 4nd a shawI脇apped 4rO?d hお
$hoタIlders.
′ノHdr砂’’his w昨cried oz/t. ′′What
areyO“ doi卿? K,がre p,秒′卿fn fhe
t脇ditional Jg高癌h wの′・ ′′ Har′y /00ked
up, $lapped hi主力rehead, and sho研ed,
’’Oh, my卵)癌he mind. ′′
Concomitantly like many other minorities,
Jews have additionally inculcated the Ameri-
Can PeCking order into their schema. There
are aggressive jokes and tales, for instance,
at)Out Other m血ority groups. These anec-
dotes exemplify the immlgration movement
itself in that the newcomer′s role is often simi-
lar to the one held by those who arrived ear-
1ier. The antitales have been passed down
from one m血ority group to another as it rises
Significantly in social standing and a lower
group fills the position previously held, a
Characteristic of numskull or idiot humor as
Well. An血structive tale of the mid-1960s,
Which also struck the ′ノchord of absurdity’’of
COntemPOrary Hfe, aS Whter Bruce Jay Fried-
man acutely phrased it, is set in New lbrk
immediately followmg the ruling by the Vati-
Can Council in 1964 exonerating the Jews as
the executioners of Jesus Christ:
加h clde砂Jdsh /adf跨meet on the
Street〆ter 4 /oI妙岬タamtion∴′How
are yo均Sadie? ’’asked her万iend.
ノ′Hbw sho初d J be? ’’rqタlied Sadie.
′/I’m月ne,脇an海oodnc§S. rve been
脇tChi卿telev巌on. ’’
ノ’柁Iev巌on? ’’remarked her方iend.
ノ′肱. I’vegot loめqftime, SO I
WatCh 4/l fhe prqgmms. ’’
′ノWhat haγeyO〃脇如hed latdy?’’
a諒ed her万iend.
ノ′l佗Il, I recentbI fiaW?e耀PrO-
gmm which c(Zmejhom fhe T仮tic4n. Jt
鋤id fhat we Jc面s are? /o移er
re§pOnSfbleJbl killi卿Chr加. ’’
ノ’Js fhat畑ht?’’said her所md.
′′彬Ilタかwe didn’寝il/ C#r出立Who
did? ′′
’′I don’t kno"了’rcplied Sadie.
′ノJtobab砂fhe Z功erto Ri∽n$. ’’
Desplte SuCh outward thrusts, however, the
quintessence of Jewish humor remains its
inner mechanisms. But, aS Martin Grotjahn
PerCeived, the self-deprecat血g joke can also
be basically a mask: ′’It is by no means a slgn
Of masochistic perversion. The Jewish joke
COnStitutes victory by defeat, an anCient
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device ofpride. The persecuted Jew who
makes h mself血e butt of the joke deflects his
dangerous hostility away from the persecu置
o s onto himself. The result is not defeat or
Surrender, but victory and greatness:′
Whatever triumph occurs emanates also
from a type of reali m or self-analytic assess-
ment that, aS M血tz pointed out, is more
related to incongruity血∞ry than to tenden-
tious theory; that is, the humorseeks the
truth血experience rather血an operating
ma血1y as a weapon or as a psychological
release. One example of realism is a proletar-
ianjoke set in a dothing factory主t is a tale of
Seeming futility and resignation yet also sug-
gests realism血rough the combination of oral
and motion energleS, and finally demon-
StrateS eventual triumph over血e entrapped
Sett血g.
勅M疎e扇n 4 dothi′q7畑Cfory fn
N初′動向脇e Dac短的e砺er (Z#eγ砺e
Weeたend 4nd conl,竹sed倣fhey
肋庇ed: Onejblde初he mateタイal 4nd
passed ft fo fhe other who Jn鋤m
ゆId細物ain and pa∬ed it onめan
im砂naIy仰rker?xt to him; 4nd so
′’Sの丑dr男how w榔叩nr M傍証
end?′′ asked S4m “S he pas§ed fhe
materfal・ ’ノFfne βne ’’タやlied Harry
as heJZ脇e在he mateタイal∴ノI "倍nt
hunti移. ’’
’ノH〃nti卿! What didy鋤hnnt?’’
asked Sam, $ he prssed fhe mater誼l.
’’Moのs烏’’a$ heβM d fhe mate庇l.
′’Moose? ’’as he passed fhe maferial.
’’Moose! ’’a$ heゆ楊e初he matehal.
′′So what happened? ’’a諒ed Sdm,
as he pa$Sed !he mateタでal.
ノ′W吻at happmed? ’′ ans彫nd
Har男のhe♪lded fhe material. ′′I
too信砂巧yわ4nd型yめot 4nd J footed
ゆr fhe mooscL Ple均′ SOOn, a h卿e
moose came oγer !he hi〃 and J footed
SOme mO肥HeβmlbI SaW m烏/0"移舵d
hおh∽d and dまa均の.’’
ノ′So? ’’as he passe祝he mateタイal.
’ノSα ’’as鰹drγゆId訪the mate庇l,
ノ’I糊お訪〃りr卵e andp初l新枕e
tr幼e購’’
’ノSo?’’as he passed fhe mate庇l.
’’So,?thi卿,’’as heJblded Jhe
mate庇l∴ノTheg‡m didn ’tgo q練’’
′′So, SO?’’as he pas§ed fhe material.
ノ’Sq;’as hejbMed fhe mater訪l, ′′I
Shot均ain bnt nothi仰happened.重的e
moase kcpt d糊所卿at me and ple均′
$00n it脇$ 1匂ht on topゲme’’
’ノNbw脇ita mim硬Har現’’as he
passed fhe material・ ′ノ助” mC“n !o sの′
thatyo〃 §hot at掘s b砂moo§e rfe
and?thi移h卿med, that he "榔
旬ht on叫叩f叩〃 andyoがn hen
l吻ht now How comeyoがre?t
dead? ′′
′’陶枕のll書hおlれi移?!’’an糾倍舵d
Hねr砂4S he〆タlde  fhe mate加l.
A硫項両肌
し蝕神助
ce Freud’s Jb協移and JめRela#on !0
脇  Unco sdoul, Jewish humor has国
not been wanting for analysis and debate. By
COntraSt, Prior to血e last two decades, vir置
tually nothing was known of AfroAmerican
humor. Before the Civil Rights and Black
Power movements had reached・deep into血e
inner sensitivities of the white world, few
Whites had heard血e tales and expressions of
blacks. Occasiona11y fo岨orists, Writers, muSi-
C ans a others were pnvy to血e language
and lore of血e AfroAmerican community
but血ey were a small number capable of
reaching o血y a limited audience. Sometimes
Caucasian writers or entertainers utilized
black material and inflections-Joel Chandler
Harris and AI JoIson shared this dubious dis-
tinction∵but they came to black society wi血
an outsider’s presumptuousness. Yet by血e
time Stokely Camlichael uttered血ose thun-
derclappmg, rallying words before MississIPPI
Sharecroppers in 1966--ノノWe want black
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POWer! We want black power!’’葛W址tes were
being hauled into the arena of the stmggle by
acts of ve血al abuse, SpOntaneOuS Outbursts,
Printed denunciations, and most significantly
humorous stories and satirical jives. Ralph
田llison’s incisive and symbolic Jnγisible Man
WaS immediately cast into a historic hue, nO
longer applicable to the generation of血e
1960s.
Whether the militants realized it, their
drive in the past several decades to confront
血e majority was made possible not only by
the black sense ofr句ectionbut by a folk tradi-
tion of incredible power and latitude. Distin-
guished by its literai’y quality lmaginative
expressiveness, breadth of experience, PSy-
Chological flexibility and umque historical
PerSPeCtive, AfroAmerican folklore extends
deep into血e past. Although its roots can be
traced back to African culture, the slavery
Period reinforced its use while altering its pat-
tems. The concerted attempt by血e colonists
to obliterate Afhcan culture forced slaves to
develop devious means of communicating in
Order to transmit values, attitudes, and histor-
ical and existential a縦rmations to other
Slaves and to generations comng into con-
SCiousness. Ralph Ellison caught this essence
in a dialogue wi血Robert Penn VMarren in the
mid-1960s:
When the country was not looking at
Negroes, When we were restrained in
Certain of our activities by the interpreta-
tion of血e law of血e land, SOmething
WaS PreSent in our lives to sustain us.
This is evident when we look at the folk-
lore in a truly questioning way; When we
SCrutinize and listen before passlng judg-
ment. Listen to those tales which are told
by Negroes themselves.
As with most other areas of AfroAmerican
life , the expression of laughter was hidden
untn血e protest period ofthe 1950s and
1960s. Part of血e obscurity resulted from the
StercotyPeS Whites developed to maintain the
Slave and caste systems. Tb perpetuate these
images, Africans and血eir descendants were
denied a range of social and intellectual ca-
PaCities, amOng them the abnity to translate
life experiences into creative humor of their
OWn reflection and not a humor copied from
White society That blacks had devised a
humor language with umque qualities
throughout the centuries was overlooked by
Whites, COnVeniently and puxposely in order
to sustain the initial white perceptions.
Accommodative humor, therefore, WaS fre-
quently the only form ofblack humor heard
by whites, because for AfroAmericans to
laugh at Caucasians, regardless of socioeco-
nomlC POSition, WaS tO invite certa血punish-
ment. Simflar to other minority groups,
blacks quickly leamed to laugh血a box. A
former graduate student ofmine described
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the lau h血g box in his sou血em birthplace :
In my hometown there was a laughing
box. Any time a N gro wanted to laugh
hehad to runto thebox, Stick his head
into it, laugh and proceed home. Ifyou
lived too far away from血e box, yOu
COuld put the laugh into an envelope and
mafl it in, OrPutitinto abag and take it
the box.
S egregation in almost all areas of life, and
Particularly in the fields of entertainment and
mass communication, COmPOunded血e situ-
tion by preventing血e emergence of humor-
ists who could have corrected the picture.
AfroAmerican storytellers and comedians of
the past h ve played mai血y to black audi-
enc s. Few persons outside the community
Prior to the contemporary period could have
identified such ble humorists as ′ノMoms’’
Ma ley, ’′Slapsey’’White, Pigmeat Markham,
Redd Foxx, George Ki血y Nipsey Russell, and
lesser-known figures such as Timmy Rogers.
Even血e knowledgeable humorist Ogden
Nash expressed astonishment about the
reach ofblack humor. In his review ofLang-
StOn Hughe ’s work, 7he Book〆N物m Humoγ
Nash wrote n 1966:
The range of humor here collected is a
SurPrlSe. One would not have expected
SO many ki ds, from so many sources.
There are the contemporary comics. …
There are jokes having to do wi血jive
and the blues. There are anecdotes from
血e pulpit. There are stories from Orleans
and Harlem.
Since that time, however, many an血oIo-
gleS OfAfroAmerican humor and folklore
have be n publ shed, the latest being one by
Redd Foxx and Noma Miller, 77移Iむdd助xx
En叩lopaedia qf Black Humoγ
One of血e most vital rearrangements血
AmericaLn Culture during the 1960s,血en, WaS
the rise to national prominence of black
COmedians and humorists. The recognized
Stature Of Godfrey Cambridge, Dick Gregory,
Bf11 Cosby Nipsey Russell, Redd Foxx, Rich-
ard PryoL Flip Wilson′ and o血ers reflected
the accq)tanCe by the majority of AfroAmer-
icans’insistent challenge to血e social struc-
ture. The routines seen and heard on televi-
Sion programs, in night dubs and college
auditoriuus, On reCOrds and in movies-in
short, the dissemination of the humor
血rough the complex levels of the mass
media-have made Caucasians aware of
black attitudes and fedings for the first time.
It has been a change of radical proportions.
Al血ough many of the humorists’acts
reflected individual idiosyncrasies, there has
emerged none血eless a powerful body of folk
humor within their performances.
Black humor ongmally arose from com-
PenSatOry and accommodative sources
imprin血g what WE. B. du Bois so pro-
foundly defined as the dual consdousness of
bl ckness. Tb cope with a society that con-
st ly empIoyed its imaginative humor to
OPpreSS, blacks adopted a gaming stance.
From址s positi n developed the mask血at
while presen血ng a StOic demeanor allowed
inner feelings to range more freely An anon-
ymous, Pre-abolitionist slave rhyme declared:
Got one mind乃r whiteJb炊s to see,
′Notheγjbr wh t J knowおme;
Hedon′t know he don’t knowタのI
m ind,
When he sees me Ja卿hi卿
J?? /a卿him fo keepfわm cり′iタ肌
The outstanding characteristics of black
humor that developed over the centuries are
its play qualities, Which ward off punishment′
a style that permits quick retalia血on, a deep
SCrutiny which enables an important time
lapse for a sessment puIPOSeS, and a type of
control hu or vital for the maintenance,
especially among the young′ Of a highly
attuned and carefully sensitized community
Much of this has invoIved the play ofwords,
Which is extraordinarily elastic and elegiac
and is buttressed by body gestures as well.
′′Playing the dozens’’is an example of con-
trol humor that relies upon a quick rhymng
response within a stressful situation. The
dozens are a vefbal contest between several
males and are usually fused with sexual
bravado :
I awyon  Moma M枕ing down fhe
mi′′ひad tmck,
She had 4 Pul/man mattress?deγ
her bac欠.
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Man, don ’t Jet Jt makeyo?erVOタ/S,
I sawyo? Moma ye偽物c?b seγV加
There are con皿cting intexpretations
regarding the onglnS and pu町oses of the
dozens. Thomas Pettigrew o∬ered that the
repartees are endurance tests that provide
traimng for a lifetime of insult, W皿e John
Do11ard suggested that the function of this
form is to operate as a release mechaIlism for
the anxieties ofblack children. And finally,
Roger Abrahams, in a fascina血ng and exten-
Sive investigation of血e black community of
Philadelphia, disputed Dollard’s contention
that the dozens are displaced aggression and
argued instead that they are a folk me血od
ノ′to develop one of血e devices by w址ch血e
nascent man will have to defend himsel宣」
the vek)al contest:′
D盤鶴espite血e different humor options, it isthe style by which血e humor is transmit-
ted that has become highly prized in血e com-
munity How the person did it is as important
as what was actually said. The style, aS One
SCholar has stated, is ’ノfull of drama:’Tellers of
tales do more than recount the anecdote.
They act them out and embe11ish them wi血
the poetry of血e language:
The vocabulary lS made interesting by
the use of Negro slang expression, JIVe
talk′ Biblical expressions, StOCk phrases,
a great many obscenities, and an
unmatched love of the double entendre.
Much of血e humor, Pa血cularly in血e
toasts and血e dozens, is characterized by
a musical, rhythmical quality a love of
Ve血al play and a delight in rhyme and
Pure SOund・ Many of血e jokes and tales
are highly coIored by血e influences of
the fervent religious services with血e
Chants and shouts of the minister and
the impassioned responses of血e con-
gregation, aS Well as by the rhythm and
StOCk phrases of the blues.
Even more than Jews, Who themselves
have developed an array of powerful and bit-
1ng termS and phrases to counter the enemy
blacks have savored language as a means of
l con皿ct and control. Indeed mampulation of
WOrds has become one of the most important
〈　　aspects ofblack culture. For humor puposes,
WOrds are a means of deverly and wittingly
denigrating whites. Consider血e multitude of
l WOrds over the years used to describe whites:
Ofay Mr. Charlie′ Nnss Ann, the man, Plg,
gray honkey splib, Vanilla. Blacks empIoy
血eir wiles to keep whites offbalance and to
toy with and castigate血em. Invectives are
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COntinua11y devised to demean theノノman:’
and other Iricknames are continually used to
血ghlight the uncivilized behavior of the
maJOrity. Thus the city of Birmingham, Ala-
bama′ Which was血e scene ofat least eight-
een bombings in the mid-1960s, One Ofwhich
killed five li咄e girls in a church, WaS renamed
Bombingham by black residents. Sheriff Jim
Clark and his deputies who u血eashed dogs
and heavy streams of water at civil rights
demo strators, Were Called-in the tradition
Of the white westem∵Jim and the Clark
Boys. The l d crous is often empIoyed as a
means of conveymg PerSpeC血ve to the maJOr-
1ty主n fact, historical and existential perspec-
tiv has been a pnmary objective of black
humor over血e centuries. A student jailed in
1962 for sitting in at a lunch counter that
refused to serve coffee to blacks, for example,
retorted to the white waitress’s statement,
′ノWe don’t serve Negroes here’’: ’’I told her
that was good because I don’t eat them:’
Nicknames and qulPS Can be traced back to
the slave period when slaves named their
masters after animals, ′’hogeye’’and ’’hog-
JaW:’Laughing at their owners, SWaPPmg
StOries, mimick ng whites, and jibing when-
ever possible be a e features of a humor
reflective of an en rapped group∴′Foolin’′′ or
ノ’put血’on ole massa’’called for especially
dever technique  and language. The object
WaS O Create humor in order to laugh at血e
OPPreSSOr. Old slave Jack, reCOunted an ex-
Slave, ′′was meanbut he was a slick one:′ Jack
WaS ’fumy too’’and when he made up his
mindノノnot to do a thing all hell couldn’t
Change him:’One day血e mistress of血e
Plantation wanted him to drive her to church
On a Sunday mormng. ’’When the message
Came tO him, he swore he wouldn’t drive and
She sent for him. ve a11 laughed at him
because we血ought he surely would have to
go. But while he was talking to her he let his
knife slip nd cut his hand hght between the
first finger and血e thumb. There now I have
ruined my hand standing here whittling! ’He
W nt back to his house and such laug血ng I
ever heard as he told us how he outwitted
her:′
Survival necessitated retelling such funny
StOries not only as a source of ego thumph but
also as a means of dissecting血e adversary
After all, humor enables us to comprehend
the weaknesses and shortcomngs of human
beings. Consider, for instance, the follovAng
tale ab u  a group ofhungry slaves and how
t ey managed to scrounge the ′ノmeats′萄om
the master:
… I nmembeγ Mam型y fold me 4bo研
One maSter Who 4lmost starved his
S/al修・ M匂hfy stil柳I J nckon he脇S.
Some qffhm Slaves Mas so poorb′
砺n fhり′ r跳wo初d kinda rustle
qgainst aach other /ike com stalks 4-
d7yiI均fn fhe hot winds.助t fheygets
ven one hqg-ki′′i移#m烏and ft棚s
巧n砂tOO,胸mnγ Said.
They脇S SeVen h砂,畑t and朋旬
乃r華Il hqg-killiI均fimc; Just fhe dの′
b郎タre O′d Master fo/d Jhem fhq甲関所o
be killed, SOmethi卿happened fo初
砺em porke7鯵. One d’the〆eld bqys
J訪nd硯m 4nd come a-telli卿fhe
master:ノノ物e hqgsお4′′ died, nOW fhり′
WO ’t be 4ny meatShr fhe所nte了’
When fhe mastergets fo when lhe
h妙おlαi′砂脇の七a lotqfN錆m跨
駒ndi御者o〃nd looたi卿SOrIりW-α訪at
the "肋Sted meat. Ihe ma$ter aSks:
′ノW功at七砺e illn餓Wi勃々m?′′
ノ’胸軸 ,’’thりI te/′s him, and they
acis徹e fhey don ’t w#nt !o fo批加わe
h邸. Mster s`砂S to dr‘菊S fhem “,γ-
"ゆIJb  fhり′ in’ ? mO舵meat On fhe
p lace
He岬ys fo kecp 411 1he meat〆)r硯e
Slaγe佃milies, bnt fha雄bec(碓e he t
帥扇d fo c? ft h短eゲacco〃nt qfthe
h炒’got m 枕is.
′ノDon ’tyo?ll know what fs
mali癌? ’’Mam叩y WOndd 4S短he d初-
dタでn Whm she脇S fd′i卿qffhe owen
華t hのs an sev nfy /∽n如γ修. And
She u/0初d Ja卿h, nmemberf卿how
thりゆol d O/d Master so短o get al′
them good meats.
ノ′One qfthe st7り物体t N珂砂のgOt 〃p
earbI in fhe morn卿,’’MamIny "働Id
印タlain, ′ノlo菊雄彫砺e雇iタ的hom
aa掬d fhe s/al,跡fわm fhdr c(Zbins. He
諒itted fo fhe hqg pen with a heavy
mallet fn hおhand. W吻en he均タped
Mi5ter Hqg ’twem fhe q′eS With fhat
ma/′et, ’malitまs’set fn m砂hfy卵庇k,
bnt ft "働$ an !/nCOmmOn lタi GaSe′
αen With初明りN幼者o跨ar鋤nd all
the time.′′
The poetry ofthe tale partly obscures血e
bittemess undergirding its ongmS′ a bittemess
that flows血ro gh m ch ofblack humor. A
SenSe Of superiority emanates from the por-
trayal ofthe white master as being not o血y
foolish and vicious but also ignorant ofblack
Culture.
The acrimonious quality of the humor con-
Sistently poured through as blacks assessed
and reassessed white behavior. A mythical
Slgn at the outskirts ofa southem town from
Which Negroes were barred delineated血is
Sh創p edge:
ザyo〃 Can md fh五=匂n,肋n一
助′O航an ’t read fhis §匂n,肋n?y同国砂
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And despite denials of pr句udice from
Whites, tales from the community indicated a
rather deep cynlCISm. One anecdote was
about a pontician, a US. senator, Who told
reporters that he was completely without
Prejudice against Negroes and ′ノthat he had
many as friends and, in fact, WaS aCtually
Writing a book about his famous Negro
friends. In hisbook he said he had a chapter
On a famous Negro basd)all player and
another on a famous Negro slnger. A reporter
asked him, ′Senator, What is the title of your
book?’The Senator replied,ノNiggers I Have
Known: ’’
Compensation against oppression was also
achieved血rough the process ofinversion,
Wherchy the superior and inferior roles are
reammged. The followmg StOry anSWerS tO
the stercotype of stealing to which blacks are
a11egedly addicted:
A white minister arrれed in 4殖aa 4nd
脇S met砂4n 4殖Can Ch砕and his
pa砂.動e chiゲindicated fo fhe minis-
ter fhat his b卿s wondd be picked?砂
his men 4nd fmnsported fo fhe fntcho義
B研舟st he wnted fo show him
aro?d fhe v棚卿c. The minister
dm〃r膨d, pOintiI妙fo h短)elong瑚妙S.
The chi〆、smi協4nd?lのIed hi昨a7鯵:
’′陶枕don’t haγe fo M,rry 4bo研yo〃r
b仰S.助eγe isn’t a white man within 4
h書lndタed miJc§ qfhere. ’’
On the cmcial subject of intelligence, this
COmParison serves the same function:
A colored ma訪4nd her white emplayeγ
became揮gnant at fhe same fime and
gave birth on fhe same dの,・ A〆W
months /ater fhe white woman came
朋m卿fnto fhe kitchen and
ex'daimed fo fhe ma訪: ’’rty Z,aky said
履串rsf仰r祝odqy! ’’Jn fhe crib fhe
COloIed ba切′ Sat即4nd §aid,ノ’He did?
He d訪? What did he§qy?’’
Extemal and aggressive humor has always
been complemented by intemal joking. As
Langston Hughes once remarked, ’′Certain
aapects of血e humor of minority groups are
Often so inbred that they are not palatable for
OutSide consumption:’Blacks have regaled
and manipulated each other, aS all other com-
munities assuredly do, With quips, ba血s, and
anecdotes. A multigroup tale once told to me
Offers an insight血to black mores:
An Jf?an, JeW 4nd black man "移n
d万n欠i砂a lot and d訪ddめgo to
another Z,a写れ昭11 fhγeegOt hitめI a
tr〃Ck c朋sl卿fhe stIeet 4nd died・
助砂allwmt to hell・ B研砺e移脇S a
dcz,舵SSion go卿On fn hell・ The Dcvil
●　　　●
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脇S脇ive7f卿bcca郷e fhen Mzs
no〆胆
Hesaid fo fhe fhne men,ノノめu卵ys
are hoc匂/; Jbrjiγe dollars yo〃 Can gO tO
heaγm・ ′′ The丑alian paid his monり′
7匂ht a"ゆ′ and彫nt Stm匂ht to
heaγen. Hセwws fhe7e One Weck,
tho卿h, and ”ndered what had hap-
pened fo hi扉wo b?dies. Hセ4諒ed
St・ Jt terfタr a PaSS fo go back down 4nd
See What h d become Qfthem.
On his 1小竹′ down, he鋤ddenb′
hea7d wices. His f↓” bnddies w働e bar-
gaまnmg With fhe Devil. As hegot do$er
he hea7d fhe Jew均了ノLook, I’ll〆fe
yo〃 $4・95! ’’And as he descended華r-
theγ hesaw the black man sa坊’’Damn
a机hat・ Let mego 4nd rll pの′yOn
Sat〃南砂! ’’
Once limited to the black community the
humor of r tal ation and mockery, Of control
a d defensiveness has become an integral
P t Of the popular culture. Exulting m a
SenSe Ofmission and triumph because of the
P OteSt and revolt ver the past two decades,
as well as the emergence ofblack entertainers
in the el c ronic media, the public air has
been糾 d with black laughter. Dr. Martin
Luther K血g, Jr., Summed up this marked
Change in his intensely passionate speech at
the civil rights rally in 1963, ′′I have a dream:’
which he ended with an old slave witticism:
′’We ain’t what we ought to be and we ain’t
what we want to be and we ain′t what we′re
gomg tO be. But thank God, We ain’t what we
WaS:’
Open challenge and chiding admonish-
ment quicklybecame maJOr elements of
black humorin the 1960s and 1970s. Amaru
Baraka (Leroi Jones) and several friends
mocked the watermelon stereotype by eatmg
melons on a busy VぬSh血gton, D.C., thor-
Oughfare during rush hour in full view of
PaSSmg mOtOrists; black laundry wokers
refused to dean Ku Klux Klan robes in North
Carolina; Dick Gregory playfully threatened
to picket the US. Weather Bureau unt虹t
named a hurricane after a black woman
Calledノ’Beulah:’which, in fact, it eventually
did; and black students mimicked whites at
COllege dances who were trymg tO dance in
the black manner. Multiplied across the
COuntrY, those actions echoed as a chorus of
mihiancy in humor.
In addition to gamlng a SenSe Of power over
events, the humor ofm址tancy also reflects a
high degree of self-aCCePtanCe. Poet
Marianne Moore perceptively noted that
ノノone′s sense ofhumoris a due to the most
Serious part ofone’s nature:’In this connec-
tion, an intrigumg change in the humor of
the contemporary period is the increasmgly
OPen eValuation ofAfroAmericans by them-
Selves. Mocking features ascribed to them by
OutSiders has been one of the more prom-
inent infusions into national humor. By so
doing, blacks have effectively undercut many
Of the stereotypes advanced by the majority
One of the most potent of these kinds ofjokes
is a dialogue between an urban man and God:
’ノ柁Il me, Lo7d, how come rm so
blac欠? ′′
ノ′歌川自r訪lac短o fhatyo棚COuld with-
Sfand the hot mys d’the鋤n in 」的ic?’’
′’肋I m烏LoJd, how come my hairso
nap榊I? ’’
′′Y鋤r hair fs nappy SO fhatyα月順肋ld
not swα訪?加r fhe hot mys qfthe鋤n
in 4朽ca. ’’
′′柁Il me LoId, how comemy履S 4re
50 lo7移?’’
ノノめur /邸are /0卿SO fhatyou conld
escapefわm fhe wild beaS応fn 4解ca. ’’
ノノTZll me fhen, LoId, What fhe hell am
I doiタ的fn Chic御o?’’
Afro-American laughter血us jomS With
Jewish laughter and further shares in the foi-
bles ofother groups who have also come to
lace Pogo, the cartoon-Strip character,
noted. Pogo nd his friends spent the better
part of the day seeking the enemy. Tired, they
eventually sat down in the swamp. Pogo
looked round them and exclaimed,
ノ’Friends, We have met the enemy and they is
us:’The liberation of the selfand the culture
beg s with that observation. *
Reprinted by permission of the TmSteeS Of血e
Public Library of血e City of Boston.
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GEORGE STEINER, Extraordinary Fe11ow of
Churchill College (England) , WaS educated at
the U血versity of Chicago′ Harvard College
and Oxford UIliversity where he was a
Rhodes Scholar. He has been a visiting profes-
SOr at many univers誼es including Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, Stanford, New Yt〕rk Univer-
Sity and the University of Geneva.
Steiner’s many books, Which have been
translated into ll languages′ indude TZ,広tay oγ
Dostoetrsky ( 1958); 7he Death qf鵬物e少
( 1960); 4mo Domini: Three Stories ( 1964);
La卿uC砂e and Silenα ( 1967) ; Extmteγritoγial
(1971); J?luebeaγdt G加/e ( 1971) Ffe肱qf
劫7Ce: Hscher and Spa5dy at砂旬al/ik ( 1974) ;
A華eγBabel ( 1975); On Dz筋cu砂and Other
郎S砂S ( 1978); and Martin Heid幼eγ ( 1979).
The president of the English Association from
1974-75′ he has won the O′Henry Short
Story Award and血e Zabel Award from the
National Institute for Arts and Letters.
LLOYD LILLIE is a professor of Visual Arts at
Boston University’s School for the Arts. A
Palnter and sculptor, he studied at the Cor-
COran SchooI ofArt, the Skowhegan SchooI
Of Painting and Sculpture, the SchooI of the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the Acade-
mia di Be11e A血in Italy
Lillie has held many one and two man
Shows and exhib誼ons. His most recent work
COnSisted of two life-Size bronze sculptures of
Mayor James Michael Curley for the city of
Boston. They were unveiled as part of
Boston’s 3 50th birthday celebration this year.
THE UNIVERSFTY PROFESSORS PROGRAM_
Donald Came-Ross is an expert in dassics and
modem languages; Hermam E Eilts, former
United States Ambassador to Egypt, is an
GEORGE STEINER
ABOUT THE RESEARCHERS
authohty on the Middle East situation and a
translator ofArabic; Dennis Tedlock is a cul-
tural anthropoIogist and translator of Quiche
Mayan; Rodolfo Cardona, With a B.A. in His-
tory and Mathematics′ a Masters in Sculptur-
mg and a Ph.D. in Comparative and Spanish
Literature′ is a professor of Modem Forelgn
Lang ages and director of the University Pro-
fessors p ogram.
All of the above represent Boston Univer-
Sity’s se n-year- Old University Professors
Program. They were selected for their com-
mitment and capability as teachers主ntema-
tional vi ibility in one and often several fields;
and willingness to teach courses and help
Plan programs of study which transcend
dep rtmental and disciplinary boundaries.
Founded in 1973, With the help ofa
$300,000 grant from the Camegie Founda-
t on′ the University Professors Program has
attracted intemationally known professors,
SChol s and experts of high caliber to teach,
lecture′ COnduct seminars and provide
instruction and guidance for students in血e
a館1iated University Scholars Programs.
MEDICIN田. HAGE J8
RoBERT J KRANE, M.D., director of the New
England Mal Reproductive Center, also
directs University Hospital′s Neuro -urOIogy
Lab is acting chairman of the SchooI of
Medidne′s UroIogy Department. He was
graduated from Columbia Co11ege and the
Albert Einste n C llege of Medicine.
Co-author of ainical Neuro -uγOl似)′ Wi血・
Mike B. Siroky he is currently prepamg a
book to be titled Male Sexual Fty′5砂nction. His
59 other publications include artides and
COntributions to numerous texts. Krane also
SerVeS aS Organ PrOCurement Physician to the
Inter-Hospital Organ Bank in Boston and as a
Visiting surgeon to the Kemedy Memorial
ROBERr J. KRANE
Ho pital for Children.
Krane is a member of many organizations
induding血e Amehcan Medical Association,
the Massachusetts Medical Society the Amer-
ican UroIogy Association′ the Society of Gov-
emment Service UroIogists and the Ameri-
Can Society ofArtificial Intemal Organs.
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KENNETH BRECHER is an associate professor
Of Astronomy and Physics at Boston Univer-
Sity’s College of Liberal Arts. He received his
B.S. in 1964 in physics and a Ph.D. in 1969,
also in physics, from the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of TechnoIogy  He was a research physi-
Cist at the University of Califomia at San
Diego for血ree years. On the faculty ofM.I.T.
PnOr tO COmng tO Boston University Profes-
SOr Brecher spent most of the 1979-1980 aca-
demic y ar as  John Simon Guggenheim
Memorial Fellow at Harvard. He assumed
fu11輸time teaching responsibilities at Boston
U血verslty in血e fall of 1980.
Professor Brecher’s professional research is
in the fields of relativity cosmoIogy and high
energy astrophysics, but he also has a special
interest in historical astronomy. Reflecting
these diversified interests, he is co-author and
CO-editor of H初h Ene7tl)′ Astγ岬砂sics and iis
民elation fo Elementaly劫rticle砂ic自1974)
d a second book, Astronone理/ the Andents
( 1979), both published by M.I.T. Press.
T址s y ar, aS a member oftheAmehcan
Astronomical Society Professor Brecher
fo nded the Historical Astronomy Divi.sion. A
member of several o血er professional orga血-
Zations induding the Intemational Astro-
nomical Union and血e Society of Sigma Xi,
Prof ssor B echer i  also the author of over
60 ec nical a d scientific artides for pro-
fessional Joumals in his field and a dozen
’ノpopular’’articles induding the amual article
KENNETH BRECHE R
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On Astronomy for the Enり海opaedia Britan-
nica Karboo短.
ARaHAEOLOGYl・ R4GE 31
TH田DERARTMENT OF CLASSICS, under the
direction of Professor Janes R. Wiseman,
emphasizes interdisciplinary and comparative
literary and cultural studies.
The Department currently has 30 graduate
and 20 to 25 undergraduate classics maJOrS.
The program will be further enhanced this
year by the intemationally known classicist
Meyer Reinhold, Who will join the nine dis-
tinguished faculty professors. Professor Rein-
hold has devoted 50 years to teaching and
research, SPeCializing m dassical literature
and culture, anCient history and the classical
influence in early America.
Other members of the faculty indude D. S.
Came-Ross, a University Professor of Classics
and Modem Languages; Assistant Professor
Judith P Hallett; Assistant Professor Emily
Albu Hanawalt; Assistant Professor Bruce
Mad)ain; Assistant Professor Karl M. Petruso
and Professor Carl Ruck.
Students may pursue their bachelor’s,
master’s or doctorate degrees within the
Department. Concentrations indude Greek
Language and Literature, Latin Language and
Literature, Ancient Philosophers and Classical
Civilization. Courses are also o∬ered in
archaeoIogy and ancient art.
JAMES R. WISEMAN is chairman ofthe
Classics Dq)artment in the College of Liberal
Arts, a PrOfessor of Classics and Art History
and director of the Program in ArchaeoIogical
Studies, an interdisciplinary curriculum first
introduced at the University in January, 1979.
A graduate of the University of Missouri
and the University of Chicago, he previously
SerVed as chairman of the ArchaeoIogy
JAMES WISEMAN
ABOUT THE RESEARCHERS
D epartment at the University ofTtxas at
Austin and as a visit血g research professor of
ArchaeoIogy at the American SchooI of Clas-
Sical Studies at A血ens (Greece). The recipient
Of several fellowships, including the National
Woodrow Wnson Fellowship and the John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
Fdlowship, Professor Wiseman has been
awarded more than a m皿on dollars血grants
for archaeologic l excavations.
He has written several ptlblications on
archaeoIogy; mduding Stobi, A Guide fo fhe
Exca脇tions and TheLand〆theAncient Corin-
thiam・ In 1974, he founded the Journal qf
Field AγChaeolqgJ/ an intemational publication
Of the Association for Field ArchaeoIogy Cur-
rently editor-in-Chief of the Jouγnal, Professor
Wiseman is a so servmg aS PrmCipal editor for
a seven volume set about Stobito bepub-
1ished by th Princeton University Press.
LITERATURE. f狙GE 38
DENNIS TEDLOCK is a University Professor
and associate professor of Anthropology and
R ligion at Boston University’s Co11ege of Lib-
eral Arts. H has done field work in language,
1iterature, philosophy and religion among the
Kosati of Louisiana, the Zuni of New Mexico
nd th  Quiche Maya of Guatemala. He was
g aduated from the University of New Mex-
ico and received his Ph.D. from T11lane Uni-
VerSity. Previously he taught at Iowa State
Unive sity the University of Califomia at
Berkeley, BrookIyn College of City University
Of New Y()rk, V¥ねsleyan University血e New
School for Sodal Research and lfale U血ver-
Sit He has received several grants including a
Senior resea ch fellows址p from the National
Endowment for the Humanities (N.E.H.) in
1976 and ano瓜er N.E.H. grant for the Boston
University Thanslation program ( 1979-81 ).
The author of Ffndi7q7 fhe Ccnteγ: Ndrmtive
劫e砂Qf脇eZuniIndians (1972/78), he also
co-authored with his wife Barbara廿edlock,
乃achiI移S佃m th  American Eaγth: J?ian
Re物ion and Philosop砂Tedlock has written
many rtides on translation, an瓜ropoIogy
and the Indian la guages of Central America
n addition to diting AIcheγiI均a: Ethnopoetics
Which was published at血e University from
1977 to 1980. In addition to working on the
助poI Vuh, he has started a book to be庇Ied
華y脇印oesis: An Jntlt,duaion fo fhe Jnteγpγeta-
tion qf 5poken Narmtive.
SOCIAL HISTORY. B4GE 48
JosEPH B sKIN is a professor ofHistory and
AfroAmerican Studies at Boston UIriversity′s
College of Liberal Arts. A graduate of血e
State University of New Ybrk at Stony Brook
and New Ybrk University he received his
Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota. Bos-
kin has written numerous artides on racial
Ste eO peS m Our Culture and on topics deal-
mg With u血an life and humor. His books
indude Sea$On亘f Revolt: Protest and Radicalism
in RecentAmeγica ( 1972) and Jnto S/avely:
Racial Decision高n Cblonial l考7t7inia ( 1976).
ノ’Response of血e Oppressed’’is reprinted
from Hu oγ and Sodal Chal甥e in勅entieth
C ntu7 4merica ( 1979) by permission of血e
TIustees of th Public Library of the City of
B oston.
F rmerly invoIved with three television
S ries and one radio sehes, he won an Emmy
Award for w正ing and hosting the NBC series
′′The Negro in American Culture’’in 1968.
Before comng to Boston University he
taught at the University of Minnesota,
the State University of Iowa′ the University
Of Southem Califomia and the University of
Califomia in San Diego.
DENNIS TEDLOCK JOSEPH BOSKIN
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Join曲
GRAND BAHAVA Januarv †hrough ApriI $379
CJRAGAO Januarv †hrough Apr崎439
MON丁EGO BN Januarv †hrough April $399
GARIAGERA Januarv †hrough April $399
SANIO DOMINGO Januarv †hrough Apr= $369
BERMJDA Januarv †hrough ApriI $249
HAMIAIIAN ISLAND CRJISE Februarv $140or
KENIIA SAFAR獲Februarv $1200
VA剛NIQJE Februarv †hrough Apr= $369
ARJBA Februarv †hrough April $459
SAN JuAN CRJISE March $90or
FREEPORT March/Mav $329
BR漢TISH ISLES CRJISE Mav $290or
ADRIA「1C CRJISE June $290げ
Boston University lfavei Program
629Commonwea冊Ave. Boston. Mass. 02215
Forfur†her informa†ion cal- 353-231値Om 9:00 †o 5:00 or 353-4000 and ask for Tape 202
Bu両was more d砺cu庇haれyOu a証icゆaed
%研hou如you wou脇71eq/eγわ伯印ouγ CO#ege ckys -
the yec"訪ue a wa川棚ng mcmoγjes:
Jt 7甲y Seem Coo k舵to c]o aれ砧ngabo初C,
bu信isれO亡.
Jbin us at Boston Universfty for Reunion Wbekend,
May 14・17, 1981.
Aれd朋e男O研Old串eれ謝Ps・ They’γe muChoo訪中O周れ亡tOわ7駒.
For more infomation contact Bamette Shuman , director for Reunions,
Alumni House, 116 Bay State Rd. Boston, Ma. 02215∴ 617・353-2386, 2248.
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ALUMN I
The annual meetingof both †he
General Alumni Association and National Alumni
Council held in October, WaS the occasion for the
induction of 85 new members into the N.A.C.
Thirty・tWO alumni
enjoyed a North
Cape Cruise aboard
the Royal Viking
Sea, OneOf the
many trips
spensored through
Alumni Travel.
Three of the photographers featured in
`` Eight Photographcrs, Boston University
Graduates of the ,6Os;,
the first event sponsored
by the Alumni Visual
Arts Center, admire the
work of David Doubilet,
SPC,7O. From left are
Howard Dinin ,
CLA’67/’68 , Don
Brewster,S照A ’66, and
Cary Wolinsky,
SPCタ69.
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HOUSE績
There are 5 1 Alumni Chapters active all around
the world. Alumni Representative, Michael
嶋kada, CLA’78 (seated third from left),
recently visited wi血Tbkyo alumni to check on
their progress.
Alumni Awards, given
annunlly by the General
Alumni Association,
honor graduates whose
distinguis hed accom・
plishments have brought
credit to themselves,
their professions and
Boston University. One
Of the 198O recipients,
Thomas M. Messer,
CLA’42 , director of the
Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum,
New York City, is
Shown being decorated
by Bruce E. Bezanson,
SMG’6O, PreSident of
the G.A.A.
Cook,In demonstra.
tions are annual events
sponsored by the Boston
University Cooks com・
mittee. They are also in
the process of assem・
bling the Boston Uni・
versity cookbook slated
to be published in Sep・
tember 1981.
The Alumni Poetry
Center,s first read.
ingatThe Castle
coincided with the
publication of the
Alumni Poetry
Journal. The group
was addressed by
Samuel Albert, a
chairman of the
Poetry Competition
Review Board.
The annual Alumni Day at
嶋nglewood is a popular
event with University grad・
uates. The last one attracted
CIose to l,OOO people,
including 60O alumni.
Boston University Graduates are皿part of our fan叫y
`As a graduate of Boston University, yOu are Part
of a 134,000 member community located a11 around
the world, 1iving many di鮒erent lifdstyles and
engaged in every conceivable profession・ W七at
Alumni House are dedicated to serving your varied
needs and interests. Whe血er you enjoy cooking,
writing or traveling with fe11ow graduates, One Of our
many programs may be what youhe looking for・
Through these activities, Alumni House contributes
to the continuing education of Boston University
graduates. W七hope you’11 join us.’’
Daniel J. Fim
Vice President for University Relations
ALUMNI CHAPTERS
Located in every major metropolitan area in the
United States, Alunni Chapters have also been
fomed in several intemational cities. Through
social, Cultural and academic events, the chapters
help alumni keep in touch with fe11ow classmates,
fom new friendhips and cultivate professional con・
tacts wi血fellow graduates in their communities・ Tb
find out about the chapter nearest you, Write to
Alunni House, 116 Bay State Road, Boston, MA
O2215.
ALUMNI POETRY CENTER
In existence sime 1977, the Alunni P()etry Center
boasts 300 members worldwide. Submissions are now
being accepted for the 4血Amual Competition・
Send up to five previously unpublished poems before
February l to the Alumni foetry Center, 25 Buick
Street, Boston, MA O2215.
ALUMNI SCHOOLS COMMITTEES
Started in 1976, the Alumni SchooIs Committees
are comprised of 1700 alumni nationwide who are
fomed into committees in 30 major cities. As Uni・
versity liaisons to prospective students ,血e commit・
tee members identify talented students ・ COnt竺
applicants and assist at area University receptlOnS ,
represent the University at college falrs and help
organize summer send・Off parties. If you would like to
join an Alumni SchooIs Committee, Write to:
Alunni Schooふs Committees, 116 Bay State Road,
Boston, MA O2215.
ALUMNI TRAVEL
London, Hawaii, Paris, Bermuda, Montego Bay, San
Juan・ CurafaO and血e British Isles are only a few of
the upcommg trips o鮒ered血rough Alumni廿avel・
Excursious to血ese and o血er exotic places are spon・
sored by the University at costs considerably lower
than found elsewhere. For a free brochure, Write to
Alumni rHavel, 629 Commonwealth Avenue ,
Boston, MA O2215.
ALUMNI VISUAL ARTS CENTER
M re than 90 alurmi practitioners , collectors and
admirers of the visual arts are sharing their interests
and expertise in the Alumni Visual Arts Center・
Their first e ent, a Photography exhibition, featur~
ing work by eight University graduates of血e 1960s
was vi wed by more血an 3000 people・ Upcoming
events are now being plamed・ To become invoIved,
write to the Visual Arts Center, 25 Buick Street,
ton, MA O2215.
ALUMNI WRITING CENTER
Wt are proud to amounce our newest alumni ven・
ture, the Alumni W±iting Center. Catering to血e
talents of joumalists , nOVelists , Playwrights and any・
one else interested in writing, the Center will spon・
sor a kick・Offessay contest in the spring. W厄tch for
details in the Pγd司es issue of Bostoれja Mag耽読e・
Prizes will be awarded and wiming essays will be
published in Bosきo壷a M卿かe. For more informa・
tion, Write to血e Alumni VAiting Center, 25 Buick
Street, Boston, MA O2215.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COOKS
Alumni cooking and eating en血usiasts are collab・
orating on血e Boston University cookbook to be
published in September, 1981 by CBI Publishing
Cbmpany, Inc・ The committee also sponsors C∞k・
In demonstrations yearly, featuring Boston area
che烏. For more information, Write to Boston Uni・
versity Cooks, 25 Buick Street, Boston, MA O2215.
GENERAL ALUMNI AS SOCIATION
The General Alumni Association (G.A.A.) was
established in 1929 to “promote the welfare of Boston
University as a whole, and of the SchooIs and Coし
1eges ofwhich it is composed; tO maintain the inter・
est of the alumni in their alma mater and in each
o her throug  a continuing program of mutual ser・
vice; and to actively serve as an interface between
the University and the general community・’’Mem・
bers include all alumni and those who have attended
the University for more than one semester・ For more
infomatio  write to: General Alumni Association,
116 Bay State Road, Boston, MA O2215・
NArIONAL ALUMNI COUNCIL
A separate entity within the G.A・A・ , the National
Alunni Council coordinates student relations in
addition to alumni activities. The Council’s mem・
bers are ch sen for血eir distinction in chosen profes・
sious, in community service and in support of the
Univers ty. Their activities include representing the
University at various丘mctions, reCruiting potential
students nd serving as contacts for recent graduates
and Univ rsity persomel. For more infomation,
write to: National Alumni Council, 116 Bay State
Road, Boston, MA O2215.
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▼侮d徹eJりu fo consJder us somethir妙fo t初ue.
As a graduate of Boston University you are entitled
to receive six complimentary issues of Bostonia M砂a-
Zine each year. And, although we have never charged
Subscription rates, We try tO make Bostonia more than
an average alumni bu11etin. Ybur letters of praise have
COntinuaⅡy encouraged us.
The Counci量for the Advancement and Support of
Higher Education considers Bo房onia to be one of the
top ten university pubHcations in the country Their
awards for Exce11ence in Magazine Publishing, Tab-
loid Publishing and Periodical Writing and your cor-
respondence demonstrate our success.
But, the cost of success is increasing.
We are in an expensive business. Even though we
apply the most stringent controIs, Printing and mail-
mg COStS have risen more drastically than血e rate of
inflation.
So, We have decided to ask you to help us by mak-
1ng an armual contribution to our publishing fund, in
the fom of a voluntary subscription.
We will gladly accept substantial gifts. But, We’re
O血y asking for $15.00 per year. These funds will help
defray the costs of paper; ink, film and postage.
During血e last few years, Our P7ザk§ issues have
introduced you to colleagues who have become
OutStanding intemationa1 1eaders, aCCOmPlished
PrOfessionals, SuCCeSSful entrepreneurs and talented
Performers. Our Jn弱ht issues have informed you
about research that is in the vanguaLrd of science and
the hu血anities. Our special Jn-Dqタth monographs,
focusmg On tOpics like Cardiovascular Disease, have
been lauded by the American Heart Association and
reprinted by several multi-national corporations.
And, Tbd砂Bostonia ’s tabloid newsmagazine, is so
informative that parents of ourrent students
requested that they be added to our mailing list.
Each of our Bastonia issues has brought recognition
to Boston University and its 130,000 alumni.
We realize that some ofyou may not yet be in a
POSition to contribute. Don ’t仰r7y IZ)〃所ll contin彫fo
recdl移Bcrstonia M卵azine. But, if you have血e funds,
Please use the endosed envelope to let us know
you’re thinking about us.
Ybur contribution will entitle you to be considered
a contributing reader of Bostonia Mqgazine. We look
forward to the friendship and thank you for your
enCOuragement.
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